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1.0 Introduction and Purpose
This Preliminary Hydraulic Design Report assesses a new stream crossing for Glacier Creek on State
Route (SR) 542 near Mile Post (MP) 33.3 located near Glacier, Washington in Whatcom County (Figure 1)
as part of the Chronic Environmental Deficiency (CED) program. The SR 542 crossings over Gallup and
Glacier Creeks have a long history of channel instability, road emergency repairs, flood control projects,
and several bridge replacements. In this location, the highway crosses the Glacier-Gallup alluvial fan, a
highly braided reach of Glacier Creek. Glacier Creek drains the Roosevelt and Coleman Glaciers of Mount
Baker, which supply tremendous volumes of sediment to the river. Built on alluvial sediments, significant
portions of the highway experience recurring bank erosion and flooding from Glacier Creek and its side
channels, which result in highway closures and emergency maintenance actions.
The Gallup Creek crossing, located just west of Glacier Creek, was recently replaced with the
construction of a new bridge in 2010 designed to be integrated with a new floodplain-spanning bridge
over Glacier Creek. The basis of this recommended alternative stems from extensive previous study
contracted by WSDOT (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a-c; Lochner, 2009; Jackson, 2013) and
others (e.g., KCM, 1996).
WSDOT staff reconfirmed the need for the recommended alternative based on assessing the flooding
and erosion risks to the highway. The most immediate risks to SR 542 include:





Flooding of the highway from the overtopping of the Left Bank Levee just upstream of Glacier
Bridge at flows exceeding 6,600 cfs;
Endangerment of the east bridge abutment of Gallup Bridge and the road prism between Gallup
and Glacier Bridges from a breach of the Left Bank Levee that initiates the merging of Glacier
and Gallup Creeks (risk of levee failure is high); and
Side channels within the Right Bank Floodplain of Glacier Creek that capture additional flow
(partial avulsion) and cause destruction of the road prism via channel expansion and bank
erosion.

In addition, medium-sized floods augmented by surge flows are of particular concern as they can create
flood magnitudes in excess of the 100-year flood independently of storm size.
This report is an update to the geomorphic assessment and hydrologic model found in Herrera
Environmental Consultants (2008a and 2008b). A new 2-dimensional hydraulic model is developed using
SRH-2D for the purposes of preliminary hydraulic design of the new stream crossing. This report draws
from aerial photography, LiDAR, sonar bathymetry, GIS analysis, field data collection and surveys, and
relevant reports to summarize watershed and reach conditions.
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Vicinity map for Glacier Creek, State Route 542 MP 33.3.
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2.0 Site Assessment
2.1

Historical Summary of SR 542 Crossing Over Glacier Creek

1907: Glacier Creek Bridge is depicted approximately 750 feet downstream of the current highway
alignment in the General Land Office plat map (KCM, 1996).
1936: Glacier Creek Bridge was moved approximately 550 feet south (about 200 feet north of its current
location), possibly due to unstable channel conditions that led to the destruction of the original bridge.
Crib structures on both sides of the active channel are depicted in a 1936 Whatcom County engineer
map that trained the creek through the bridge span. Evidence of this road alignment and some of the
old bridge infrastructure can be found at the site. The revetment located along River Right between the
Glacier Bridge east abutment and the 1936 alignment appears to be in the same location as the original
crib structure (KCM, 1996).
1956: The Gallup and Glacier Creek bridges were relocated to their current locations, possibly due to
flood damage sustained during the November, 1949 flood (KCM, 1996). An “existing rock riprap dike” is
depicted along the left bank of Glacier Creek on the 1955 Right of Way plan. Photography from 1956
shows the bridge after completion and captures this dike in the immediate vicinity, however, the
upstream extent of the dike from this time is unknown.
November, 1962 or October, 1963: The adjoining Gallup Creek bridge sustained heavy damage
following the November 1962 or October 1963 floods. Glacier Creek partially avulsed into the Gallup
Creek channel about 800 feet upstream of the highway bridge (visible in the 1964 aerial photography).
The combined discharge eroded the east approach of the Gallup Creek bridge and damaged the bridge
structure to the extent that it required replacement. Shortly after the replacement of the Gallup Creek
bridge, a protective levee was constructed along the left bank of Glacier Creek (“Left Bank Levee”) that
extended approximately 1,400 linear feet upstream of SR 542 bridge to prevent future avulsions.
Previous report (KCM, 1996) state the Washington State Department of Highways constructed the Left
Bank Levee. The levee was repaired and extended another 300 feet in ensuing years (KCM, 1996).
November, 1989: The flood of record occurred on Glacier Creek on November 9 and 10, 1989, which
was partially captured by the short-lived Glacier Creek gage (1984 to 1989, located at elevation 1,920 ft)
before it was destroyed. At SR 542, the peak flow of this event was estimated between 8,000 and 10,000
cfs (KCM, 1996). This flood event was investigated in detail (Zander, 1990; Van Siclen, 1994; KCM, 1996).
The preceding storm event produced a 25-year flood on the North Fork Nooksack River (Mastin et al.,
2016), yet the difference in flood peaks between the Glacier Creek gage and nearby North Fork
Nooksack River gage was seven-fold (KCM, 1996). KCM (1996) concluded the seven-fold difference in
flood peaks between the two gages was due to a surge flood through the gorge area (Figure 4) that
caused a much more intense flood event on Glacier Creek than other streams in the vicinity.
For the purposes of this report, the term surge flood is used synonymously with the term dam-break
flood, which is the downstream surge of water caused by the breaching of a non-engineered
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impoundment within a stream channel. The impoundment is a combination of sediment and organic
debris. Once mobilized, this moving impoundment is highly erosive and capable of uprooting and
shearing riparian vegetation within its path (e.g., Figure 6). This aspect of dam-break floods makes them
one of the most damaging processes in mountain drainage basins in the Pacific Northwest. Dams may be
composed of material deposited from landslides or debris flows, or they may be composed almost
entirely of organic debris. For dam-break floods generated by mass wasting events, a landslide or debris
flow deposits a dam in a low order channel, and the dam breach sends a surge of water, sediment, and
organic debris downstream (Coho and Burges, 1994).
During the 1989 event, Glacier Creek overtopped the Left Bank Levee above the highway and flowed
down the highway grade into Gallup Creek. WSDOT conducted emergency work to prevent loss of the
bridge approaches, and the community of Glacier was inundated by floodwater from both streams
(KCM, 1996).
November, 1990: Near the highway, the Left Bank Levee nearly failed during this event from flood
waters eroding the structure (KCM, 1996). Flood waters and erosion of the levee were “barely
contained” (KCM, p 23, 1996) through emergency maintenance efforts. The peak discharge for the
November, 1990 event corresponded to a flood with 10-year recurrence interval on the North Fork
Nooksack River. Both the 1989 and 1990 events required emergency repairs by WSDOT to protect the
bridge approaches. Additionally, WSDOT in conjunction with Whatcom County and USFS installed a
series of rock barbs (5 total) on the right bank of Glacier Creek upstream of SR 542 in 1992 (KCM, 1996;
Jackson, 2013). Since their construction, the barb farthest upstream was destroyed by Glacier Creek, and
the second furthest upstream was compromised. The others are intact at the time of this report.
November, 1995: Road maintenance personnel from Whatcom County and WSDOT recall cleaning
sediment and debris from the upstream side of the bridges in the area (KCM, 1996).
November, 2006: A newly-formed log jam diverted flows and reactivated a side channel along the right
bank of the Glacier Creek floodplain near the USFS Public Center in response to the November 6, 2006
flood event with a recurrence interval of 50 years on the North Fork Nooksack River (Herrera
Environmental Consultants, 2008a). The side channel flowed to a point near the junction of Will Road
and SR 542 then turned sharply 90 degrees to the left to flow alongside the rip rap embankment of the
SR 542 road prism before re-entering Glacier Creek at the bridge (Jackson, 2013).
December, 2007: A small flood (with a recurrence interval less than 5 years on the North Fork Nooksack
River) initiated expansion of the side channel into the SR 542 road prism (partial avulsion of Glacier
Creek). Destruction of the highway road prism worsened in ensuing years.
August, 2016: Side channel expansion into the SR 542 road prism necessitated emergency work to shore
up SR 542 where the side channel abuts the highway. Approximately 120 yards of riprap was installed
along approximately 500 linear feet (per conv. Arie Vander Zouwen, 2018).
November, 2018: On November 27, 2018, WSDOT staff observed the Left Bank Levee is rapidly eroding
in a previously unreported location about 1,000 LF upstream of SR 542 in response to recent flooding
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(Figures 2 through 4). Preliminary gage data reported the flood peak between a 10- and 25-year flood
recurrence interval on the North Fork Nooksack River. The primary mechanism for bank failure is the
angle of attack by the main channel of Glacier Creek (Figures 2 through 4). Secondarily, a log jam on a
gravel bar on the opposing bank reinforces hydraulics towards the bank during high flows. The rock
veneer on the face of the levee has been removed, exposing smaller sized materials to erosion and bank
failure. The river has only about 14 feet to erode into the levee before it breaches. With a bank height of
about 13 feet, erosional processes will accelerate from erosion of the bank toe and mass wasting.
December 3, 2018: WSDOT staff acquired photography via drone of the inlet and upstream of the slot
canyon (River Mile 8) where dam-break floods and surge events have been reported to originate (KCM,
1996; Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a). This is the first time this area has been captured with
video and photography. The photographs and video clearly indicate recent disturbance (fresh denuding
of vegetation, water marks in the sediment) that may have coincided with the November 27th flood
event, and suggests the November 27th flood may have been augmented by a debris flood.

Primary mechanism of bank
During high flows, log jam

erosion is angle of attack by main

reinforces hydraulics

flow of Glacier Creek.

towards eroding bank.

Eroding bank face with ~14
feet before levee breach.
Bank erosion will accelerate
with loss of rock veneer and
from mass wasting.

Figure 2

Rapid bank erosion into Left Bank Levee approximately 1,000 LF upstream of Glacier Bridge in
response to the November 26, 2018 flood (looking upstream). Photo taken November 27, 2018.
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Primary mechanism of bank
erosion is angle of attack by main
flow of Glacier Creek.

Note loss of rock veneer and
exposure of smaller sized
materials (6 ft stick for scale).
Bank erosion will accelerate
from mass wasting.

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Rapid bank erosion into Left Bank Levee approximately 1,000 LF upstream of Glacier Bridge in
response to the November 26, 2018 flood (looking upstream). Photo taken November 27, 2018.

Rapid bank erosion into Left Bank Levee approximately 1,000 LF upstream of Glacier Bridge in
response to the November 26, 2018 flood (looking downstream at levee face). Photo taken by
Cygnia Rapp on May 7, 2019.
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Figure 5

The inlet of the slot canyon where debris floods originate as surge or dam-break floods located
about 8 miles upstream of SR 542. Surge events augment storm-driven floods that worsen
flooding and erosion risks of the Left Bank Levee, Glacier Creek Bridge, and SR 542 embankment.
Photo taken by Gabe Ng via drone December 3, 2018.

Denudation of
vegetation suggests
recent debris flood
event
Water line in
sediment

Figure 6

Looking upstream of the slot canyon inlet, denudation of vegetation and water marks in sediments
suggest a recent debris flood may have coincided with the November 27 th event. Photo taken by
Gabe Ng via drone December 3, 2018.
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2.2 Risks and Impacts of Left Bank Levee on Channel Processes near
Glacier Creek Bridge
The levee separating Glacier Creek from Gallup Creek extends about 1,700 linear feet upstream and
terminates near the confluence of Little Creek. The Left Bank Levee extends an additional 200 feet
downstream of the bridge.
The placement of the Left Bank Levee bisects the Glacier Creek floodplain, reducing the functional
floodplain width near the SR 542 bridge from approximately 1,000 feet to about 400 feet (Figure 8). The
constriction of the Glacier Creek floodplain combined with a bridge span of about 77 feet (less than 10
percent of the historic floodplain width) has caused aggradation within the right bank of the Glacier
Creek floodplain and decreased the overall hydraulic capacity. In addition, the levee has trained the
channel thalweg to impinge against the structure. The impinged thalweg and the loss of hydraulic
capacity of the Right Bank Floodplain places hydraulic pressure on the Left Bank Levee that increases
with time. Without a sponsor or regular maintenance, the Left Bank Levee is at high risk of failure.
Channel instability is expected to increase due to climate change, which will increase risk of failure of
the Left Bank Levee.
Design of a new stream crossing should account for one of two future scenarios to ensure the
structure’s survival over its design life:
1. Whatcom County reconfigures flood protection that results in the removal of the left bank
levee along Glacier Creek (“Left Bank Levee”). Whatcom County is evaluating levee
reconfigurations that address flood protection and restoration of habitat and floodplain
processes with the proposed SR 542 crossing. The investigation will include evaluating the
potential for installing a levee along the left bank of Gallup Creek to protect the town of Glacier
from avulsion of Glacier Creek into Gallup Creek. If the Left Bank Levee is removed, the
proposed bridge design should account for the high erosion hazard of the east abutment of
Gallup Creek and the road prism between the Gallup and Glacier Bridges.
2. The Left Bank Levee is not removed and fails due to overtopping or a breach of the structure.
With no formal sponsor, regular inspections, or maintenance, the proposed bridge design
should anticipate the failure of the Left Bank Levee. The probability of levee failure increases
with time due to 1) local channel processes that apply hydraulic pressure to the levee (impinged
thalweg, loss of hydraulic capacity of the Right Bank Floodplain), and 2) channel response to
climate change that increases channel instability (increased bedload supply, transport, and
deposition, changes in water surface elevations, more frequent flooding).
The high probability of this outcome is demonstrated by a recent history of the levee
overtopping during a 25-year flood event (augmented by a surge flood) and a narrowly averted
levee breach during a 10-year flood event, both within the last 30 years. As discussed later in the
report, the frequency of floods has tripled since 1980 compared to the hydrologic record from
1939 to 1979. Risk posed by catastrophic floods are not limited to storms producing 100- or 500-
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year flow events, but have occurred during a medium-sized flood event augmented by a surge
or dam-break flood. The surge flood from 1989 occurred during a storm that produced a
medium-sized flood, yet the surge event produced a debris flood that was equivalent to the 500year recurrence interval or greater.
If the levee is breached, leftover remnants of the levee could train Glacier Creek to occupy
Gallup Creek in a partial or complete avulsion—a scenario that has played out throughout
Western Washington on other rivers. This outcome could cause substantial damage to the SR
542 road prism and the Gallup Creek Bridge.
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Figure 7
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Geomorphic reach breaks of the Glacier Creek Watershed adapted from Van Siclen (1994).
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Figure 8

Height Above Channel Thalweg Elevation map. Note location of rapid erosion of Left Bank Levee in response to the November 26, 2018 flood.
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3.0 Watershed Assessment
Within the vicinity of SR 542, Glacier Creek is a highly unstable, braided stream that occupies an active
alluvial fan historically shared by Gallup Creek. Glacier Creek joins the North Fork Nooksack River
approximately 1,250 feet downstream of the SR 542. This area has a long history of channel instability,
road emergency repairs, flood control projects, and several bridge replacements. Flooding and bank
erosion of the SR 542 road prism and bridge abutments are the result of large storm events, debris
floods, reach-level processes, structural deficiencies, and site-specific factors.
The effects of climate change are expected to increase the frequency of lateral migration of the active
channel into floodplain deposits and valley margins, increase aggradation of the channel bed, and
increase flooding as water surface elevations respond to changes in channel bed elevation. In addition,
woody debris loading to the study reach is high. Log jam formation can add unpredictability to already
unstable channel processes by redirecting the channel thalweg into floodplain areas and initiating side
channel formation and expansion (partial avulsions).
Glacier Creek drains the Roosevelt and Coleman Glaciers of Mount Baker, which are receding in
response to climate change. Historically, the volume of sediment supplied to Glacier Creek has been
high from mass wasting events, debris floods, and sediment supplied by two glaciers. However,
recession of the Roosevelt and Coleman Glaciers exposes additional, sizable stores of sediment
previously locked under ice. Exposed glacial sediment combined with changes in the hydrologic cycle are
anticipated to increase the potential for landslides and surge floods. Channel response to climate
change is anticipated to cause greater channel instability within the project reach into the foreseeable
future.

3.1

Watershed Overview

Glacier Creek originates at Mount Baker’s Roosevelt and Coleman Glaciers and the snow fields and
slopes of Heliotrope and Grouse Ridges. Glacier Creek is a major tributary of the North Fork Nooksack
River and drains an area of approximately 32 sq mi (Table 1). Elevations range from 10,781 feet at the
top of Mount Baker to 870 feet at the confluence with the North Fork Nooksack River. The elevation of
Glacier Creek at the SR 542 bridge is about 902 feet. The length of the mainstem extends in a northsouth orientation approximately 9.2 miles above the mouth. The larger tributaries of Glacier Creek
include Grouse, Smith, and Falls Creek in the headwater area and Thompson Creek in the northeast
portion of the watershed (Figure 1). Five smaller tributaries drain the western slopes of the basin and at
least six tributaries drain the east slopes.
In the upper basin below the glaciers, Smith and Grouse Creeks join Glacier Creek above a narrow,
bedrock gorge carved in Quaternary volcanic bedrock (Figures 1 and 7). Below the gorge, the mainstem
flows through a steep-sided valley at an average gradient of 10 percent for 0.8 miles before joining Falls
Creek in a broad, alluvial valley (“upper alluvial reach”) where the stream gradient drops to about 5
percent (Figures 7 and 9). The valley in the upper alluvial reach widens to between 800 and 1,000 feet
for 2.3 miles and is controlled at the downstream end by a bedrock sill. Due to the drop in gradient and
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opening in confinement, a large amount of glacially-derived sediment is stored in this reach. Below this
sediment storage compartment the stream becomes confined again by bedrock valley walls and the
gradient drops to about 4 percent. The stream widens locally at and above the confluence with
Thompson Creek before emerging between bedrock banks at the top of the study area (“lower alluvial
fan reach”) (KCM, 1996).

Figure 9

Longitudinal profile of Glacier Creek. Note the steep descent of Glacier Creek over a relatively
short distance. (Data source: 2015 USGS Mt Baker LiDAR)

Within the project reach (lower alluvial reach), the active channel and floodplain widen downstream
from 200 feet to approximately 800 feet before joining the North Fork Nooksack River. Prior to diking,
the historic floodplain was as wide as 1,000 feet. Channel gradients average between 2 and 3 percent
and are locally as high as 4 percent within the study area (KCM, 1996).
Mean annual precipitation in the Glacier Creek watershed ranges from 66 inches per year near SR 542 to
210 inches per year in the upper elevations with an average mean annual precipitation of 110 inches per
year (PRISM Climate Group, 2004). The majority of this precipitation falls as rain and snow during the
winter months of October through March. Winter storms are often characterized by warm, wet frontal
systems moving in off of the Pacific Ocean. These storms can cause rapid melting of the snowpack and
thereby increase volumes of runoff by as much as 30 percent. Approximately 13 percent of the Glacier
Creek watershed between the elevations of 1,400 and 2,400 feet lies within this transient rain-on-snow
zone (DePaul, 1994).
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Table 1.

Basin characteristics for Glacier Creek along SR 542, MP 33.3.

Attribute

Value

Units

Drainage area to SR 542 MP 33.3

31.74

square miles

Mean annual precipitation (PRISM Climate Group, 2004)

110

inches

Relief (max - min elevation)

9898

feet

Maximum basin elevation

10,800

feet

Basin elevation at SR 542 Bridge

902

feet

Mean basin elevation

4310

feet

Percent of drainage area covered by canopy

64.6

percent

Percent area with slopes greater than 30 percent

83.3

percent

Mean basin slope

46.5

percent

North-facing slopes greater than 30 percent

29.4

percent

Recession of Coleman and Roosevelt Glaciers
Since 1979, all of the glaciers of Mount Baker have retreated at a relatively consistent rate of 14 m per
year (Pelto and Brown, 2012). The recession of Roosevelt and Coleman Glaciers is well documented
(Pelto and Hedlund 2001; Pelto 2006; Pelto and Brown, 2012). Figure 10 depicts the retreat of the
Roosevelt Glacier from 1979 to 2012 (Pelto, 2012).
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Figure 10. Retreat of Mount Baker’s Roosevelt Glacier from 1979 to 2012 (adapted from Pelto, 2012). The
purple line is the advance moraine emplaced by the glacier during the 1949-1979 period of
advance. The red line is from 1993, the yellow line is from 2003, and the green line is from 2009. In
1993, the area below the lip of lava flow cliff (noted by the purple arrow) is thin and stagnant. By
2003, the glacier has retreated to the top of the cliff. By 2009, the glacier has pulled back from the
edge of the cliff. By 2012, the lower glacier, viewed from the edge of the Coleman Glacier, is thin
and uncrevassed in the lower 350 meters of the glacier, up to the red arrow. The glacier retreated
190 meters from 1979 to 1993, and 220 meters from 1993 to 2009 (Pelto, 2012)

The retreat of these glaciers and the disappearance of other related ice fields in the uppermost reaches
of Glacier Creek basin are exposing unstable glacial sediment to erosion and mass failure by debris flow
and debris flood processes. Revegetation of these areas is occurring. However, the topographic and
geologic complexity of the uppermost basin presents a heightened risk of landslides that could block the
upper reaches of Glacier Creek and/ or its tributaries (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a).
Blockages of Glacier Creek and/or its tributaries are at risk of dam-break floods (such as the 1989 flood)
and pose extreme flood hazards to the SR 542 crossing.
3.1.1

Flood Hydrology

Flood events for Glacier Creek are strongly correlated to major storm activity occurring during the fall
and winter months. Glacier Creek can experience much more intense flooding than other regional
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streams when the flooding is augmented by surge flows. Major channel disturbances on Glacier Creek
during the 1989 flood event and other ungagged events were likely augmented by surge flow processes
(KCM, 1996).
Major disturbances to the Glacier Creek channel have been associated with flows with recurrence
intervals of 20 years or longer, as recorded at the North Fork Nooksack gage #12205000. However,
floods with a recurrence interval as low as 10 years are capable of contributing to rapid channel
migration, sedimentation, and erosion (KCM, 1996). Similar conclusions have also been drawn by
Ketcheson (1992), Van Siclen (1994), and in the North Fork Nooksack River Watershed Analysis (Mt.
Baker Ranger District, 1995). In addition, surge flow processes active in the Glacier Creek basin explain
the heightened response Glacier Creek has to some regional floods (KCM, 1996).
Flood history in the vicinity of Glacier Creek was investigated based primarily on data from streamflow
gaging stations on Glacier Creek and the North Fork Nooksack River near Glacier. Glacier Creek discharge
was recorded for a short period of time from 1984 to 1988, with partial recording of the 1989 event. The
North Fork Nooksack River near Glacier gage has a much longer period of record extending from 1937 to
the present. The period of overlapping records (1984-88, 89) at the two streamflow gages showed that,
with the exception of the 1989 event and the 1984 event, the Glacier Creek basin and the North Fork
Nooksack basin respond similarly (on a unit runoff basis) to peak flow generation (KCM, 1996).
The patterns of the annual hydrographs from the two gages are similar, indicating that streamflow at
the two stations respond to the same storm events and snowmelt processes. However, the relative
magnitudes of the peaks are not always equal. During the snow and glacial melt months of July, August,
and September, Glacier Creek has a much higher unit runoff (often two- or three-fold) than does the
North Fork Nooksack River. For the storm months of October to January when the annual peak flows are
generated, the Glacier Creek and the North Fork Nooksack unit runoff is more similar. The unit runoff
differences are explained by the higher elevation of the Glacier Creek gage with approximately seven
times more contributing area in glacier ice and snowfields than the area above the North Fork Nooksack
gage (Van Siclen, 1994). Once the similarity between the two basins is defined for the fall/ winter peak
floods, the North Fork Nooksack longer term records were used to interpret the Glacier Creek response
to regionally identified flood events that were not gaged on Glacier Creek (KCM, 1996).
The Glacier Creek stream gage covered primarily low flow years recording only one large flood event on
November 9-10, 1989. This event was investigated in detail. The November 9-10 flood of 1989 took the
Glacier Creek stream gage out of operation. Using the slope-area method, Richardson estimated the
peak flow at 8,000 to 10,000 cfs, which is approximately seven times greater per unit drainage area than
peaks registered at the North Fork Nooksack River and Wells Creek gages (Zander, 1990) for this event.
The November 9-10, 1989 event was recorded as a flood with a recurrence interval of 25 years (Mastin
et al, 2016) on the North Fork Nooksack River gage with a peak of 11,200 cfs.
KCM (1996) concluded that the seven-fold difference in flood peaks between the two gages was caused
by a surge flow through the gorge area, which caused a much more intense flood event on Glacier Creek
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than other streams in the vicinity. Regional flood information along with the gage record from Glacier
Creek supports this conclusion (KCM, 1996).
Unit runoff from seven creeks in the vicinity of Glacier Creek ranged from 93 cfs/mi2 to 139 cfs/mi2
(Table 2) and define the flood envelope for the November 9-10, 1989 event. This range in unit runoff
values includes Wells Creek, a watershed adjacent to Glacier Creek that has a similar percentage of
drainage area in glacial ice. One other creek in the area, Canyon Creek, experienced unit flood volumes
on the same order of magnitude as Glacier Creek, although the flood volume on Canyon Creek at the
upper watershed site fits under the regional flood envelope for this event. A post-event investigation
conducted by the Forest Service in which the lower flood peak on Canyon Creek was estimated
concluded that surge flow from the failure of a log dam was the cause of the extreme flood height and
channel damage (Richardson, personal communication, 1996). Since the only other extreme runoff value
is associated with surge flow, the regional flood data supports the conclusion that the November, 1989
flooding on Glacier Creek was augmented by localized phenomenon such as surge flow or dam-break
flooding (KCM, 1996).
Table 2.

November 9-10, 1989 Flood Unit Runoff for Creeks in the Vicinity of glacier Creek (adapted from
Richardson, 1990).

Stream

Date of Peak

Wells Creek
Glacier Creek
Silesia Creek

Gage # or Site
description
12205000
Elev. 1245 ft
Elev. 2,240 ft
Elev. 1,920 ft
Canada

Chilliwack River

Canada

11/9/1989

NF Nooksack

Upper site
Near mouth
Ruth Creek
Elev. 2500 ft
Swamp Creek
Elev. 3050
*estimated flood discharge

11/10/1989
11/9/1989
11/9/1989
11/9/1989

Canyon Creek

11/10/1989
11/9/1989

Peak Discharge
(cfs)
11,200 highest
in 52 years
2,000
9,000*
8,014* highest
in 24 years
16,456 highest
in 26 years
3,060*
16,100*
1,380
790

Drainage Area
(sq mi)
105

Unit Runoff
(cfs/mi2)
106

21.5
13.5
62

93
667
129

325

51

23.4
30.4
11.4
5.7

131
530
121
139

Surge Flow
The extensive damage to the Glacier area incurred during the November, 1989 flood generated interest
in understanding the mechanisms contributing to the documented record flows. Processes suspected to
have influenced the magnitude of the event include a glacial outburst flood, a surge flow, a significant
rain and snow melt event, or failure of a temporary dam from snow avalanche, landslide, or other
obstruction (Van Siclen, 1994; Mt. Baker Ranger District, 1995) (KCM, 1996).
During the 1989 flood, the Glacier Creek gage registered erratic behavior just prior to a significant drop
and sudden rise in water level within a 3-hour period early November 9 (Richardson, 1989, 1990, and
Zander, 1990). Following a sudden spike on the continuous chart recorder, the station stopped
recording. Field inspection by Richardson found the channel moved completely to the opposite bank
leaving the gage out of the water and evidence of a maximum flood stage of 9 to 10 feet at the gage.
SR 542 MP 33.3 Glacier Creek – Preliminary Hydraulic Design Report
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Richardson (1990) interprets this as a surge or large amplitude flood wave caused by upstream channel
changes or log jams (KCM, 1996).
An outburst of glacial meltwater was also a suspect cause, but the channel lacked evidence of a
characteristic glacial mud usually associated with an outburst (Richardson, 1990). Later investigation
also showed the lower glacier terminus and riparian areas below the glaciers intact, eliminating a glacial
outburst as a source of the flood wave (Van Siclen, 1994; KCM, 1996).
Distinctive in the 1991 photographs is the point at which disturbance is first visible in the main channel.
Evidence of disturbance originating from the glaciers is absent, and channel disturbance in Smith Creek
does not extend to the confluence with Glacier Creek. Channel widening appears to initiate upstream of
the bedrock slot canyon called the gorge. The channel flowing through the gorge is so narrow as to be
invisible in any of the photographs and could easily be blocked by logs and debris. Water ponding
temporarily upstream would cause localized channel widening and eventually provide enough buoyancy
or pressure to release the jam. The narrow constriction in itself could cause a certain amount of surging
at high flows. A similar channel disturbance signature is visible in the 1964 photographs. In 1964, Smith
Creek shows channel opening but no catastrophic damage associated with snow avalanche or debris
flow activity, yet a large amount of channel opening occurs upstream of the gorge (KCM, 1996).
Rainfall and rapid snowmelt were the climatic factors driving the 1989 flood, surge flow as a result of
dam-break at the bedrock constriction at the gorge likely heightened the channel damage and water
level registered at the Glacier Creek gage. The potential for damming is high at this location and once
released could propagate as a high amplitude flood wave into the upper alluvial segment (sediment
storage compartment) and mobilize sediment through the channel system. Jams could occur at this
location during any high flow and may also explain the extensive damage associated with other ungaged
peak flows (1964). In addition, the potential for an outburst of glacial meltwater producing a similar
response also exists (KCM, 1996).
3.1.2

Vegetation and Land Use Patterns

Douglas fir, western hemlock, and Pacific silver fir are the dominant tree species in both the Gallup and
Glacier Creek drainages (Mt. Baker Ranger District, 1995). The higher elevations in Glacier Creek also
support mountain hemlock, silver fir, and subalpine fir (Figure 11). The slopes above approximately
5,000 feet are above tree line. A fire history constructed by the US Forest Service indicates that much of
the forested areas of both Glacier and Gallup Creeks were burned around the years 1300, 1508, and
1701 (Mt Baker Ranger District, 1995). They speculate that large-scale disturbance in the North Fork
Nooksack watershed resulted from the large fires. The 1940 photographs also show differential
vegetation growth in the unaccessed forest on the east side of Glacier Creek consistent with wildlife
patterns (KCM, 1996).
The majority of land use activity in both drainages has been timber harvest and forest road building.
Approximately 85 percent of the Glacier Creek watershed lies within the boundaries of the Mount
Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest with the remaining area in private land (Figure 11). Harvest in Glacier
Creek has proceeded incrementally over the last 50 years and has been concentrated along the western
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slopes below Lookout Creek, with limited harvest between Lookout and Grouse Creeks and in Thompson
Creek. Much of the mid-to-upper Gallup Creek watershed had been harvested and was visible in aerial
photographs from 1947 and 1956. The North Fork Nooksack Watershed Analysis (Mt. Baker Ranger
District, 1995) provides a summary of both fire and harvest history in the National Forest within Glacier
and Gallup Creeks (KCM, 1996).
Other land use activities include coal mining, highway crossings, and residential, commercial and
recreational development. The historical mining included strip coal mining activity limited to the
Chuckanut Formation in the upper Deep Creek and Coal Creek drainages (KCM, 1996).
Residential, commercial, and recreational development is limited to private land adjacent to the lower
reaches of both Glacier and Gallup Creeks and Thompson Creek. The majority of the buildings clustered
in the community of Glacier were established by the early 1950’s. Clearing for the Mt. Baker Rim
development was first visible in the 1972 aerial photographs. Development within the study area is
located within the following landforms: river and glacial terraces, the Church Mountain landslide
deposit, and the Gallup Creek alluvial fan (KCM, 1996).
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Figure 11 Land cover of the Glacier Creek Watershed.
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3.2

Mapped Floodplains

Glacier and Gallup Creeks share a common floodplain shaped mainly by migration and erosion of Glacier
Creek intersecting Gallup Creek below the Coal Creek Road Bridge. Glacier Creek has flowed into the
Gallup Creek channel several times in the last 90 years and is currently prevented or discouraged from
migrating to the west by diking. Prior to diking, both streams were liable to occupy any location within
the floodplain in single or multiple channels (KCM, 1996).

Figure 12 2015 FEMA Floodplain Map for Glacier Creek and the North Fork Nooksack River. Areas
highlighted in blue are “Without Base [2-year] Flood Elevation (BFE)”. Hatched areas depict
“Areas of potential alluvial fan flood hazards, subject to local regulations”.

The 100-year and 500-year floodplain for Glacier Creek has not been mapped by FEMA using
quantitative methods. The map shown in Figure 13 was created using surrogate methods for mapping
the North Fork Nooksack River that did not involve physical measurements of the channel bed or rely on
hydraulic modeling.

3.3

Geologic Setting

The geology of the Glacier-Gallup Basin has been mapped and described by Tabor et al. (2003) and is
shown in Figure 13. The Basin is located on the north flank of Mt. Baker and is geologically diverse.
Rocks in the southern part of the basin are primarily volcanic in origin, while the rocks in the northern
portion of the basin are primarily sedimentary in origin (Van Siclen 1994). These sedimentary and
volcaniclastic rocks have been accreted on the North American continent over the last 150 million years
by the eastward subduction of the Juan de Fuca Plate beneath the North American Plate. The uplift
caused by this collision has heavily faulted much of the material, leaving it prone to slumps and
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landslides. The most relevant of these faults to this study is the Glacier Extensional Fault. It divides the
Chuckanut Formation (to the west) from the Nooksack Group (to the east) and crosses the North Fork
Nooksack River in the vicinity of the Glacier and Gallup Creek confluence. It also defines the course of
lower Little Creek and upper Davis Creek (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a).
The basin drains to a broad valley incised by the North Fork Nooksack River. The bottom of the valley
was filled by the Church Mountain Slide deposit (a mega-landslide or “sturzstrom”) that occurred
approximately 2,400 years ago (Pringle, Schuster et al. 1998). The landslide originated from the collapse
of Church Mountain and flowed for more than three miles down the North Fork Nooksack valley. The
landslide deposit is stratified and reflects the lithologic stratification of the north side of Church
Mountain. The weak sedimentary rocks of the Nooksack Group transported to the distal edges of the
slide deposit are overlain by more competent volcaniclastic rocks of the Chilliwack Group, which were
depositing close to the base of Church Mountain. The landslide filled the valley entrances of Glacier and
Gallup Creeks and temporarily dammed the outlets of these channels. Both creeks and the North Fork
Nooksack River subsequently incised through the deposit. The location of the current course of both
Glacier and Gallup Creek is controlled by the lithologic contrast in landslide materials, which also
coincides with approximate location of the Glacier Extensional Fault (Carpenter 1993). Carpenter (1993)
and Van Siclin (1994) also describe the Glacier Creek landslide, which is another large landslide further
upstream in Glacier Creek that temporarily blocked the valley. Evidence of additional large landslides
within the basin is described later in this report (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a).
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Figure 13 Surficial geology of the Glacier Creek Watershed.
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3.4

Sediment Supply

The Glacier Creek basin contains landslides of varying size and recurrence frequency. Large landslides
have the potential to block the channel and form a debris dam. Debris dams can fail slowly and
incompletely, or they can fail catastrophically, which can cause a large pulse of water and debris to flow
downstream as it did in November, 1989. Glacier Creek has a history of debris floods, as do adjacent
watersheds in a similar geologic setting (KCM, 1996; Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a).
Channel and hillslope processes that actively deliver sediment to the stream include glacial erosion and
melt, landslides from forested slopes, managed slopes, and forest roads, streambank erosion, surface
erosion on forest roads, and snow avalanches (KCM, 1996). In their aerial photograph analysis from
1940 to 1991, Mt. Baker Ranger District (1995) documented several landslides initiating at road fills or
stream crossings and within harvest units on oversteepened streamside tributary slopes between Deep
Creek and Lookout Creek. Snow avalanche and shallow debris slides were recorded in the deglaciated
and alpine slopes of Skyline Divide, Grouse Creek, Smith Creek, and Thompson Creek that propagated
downstream for some distance. Herrera Environmental Consultants (2008a) noted landslides in Davis
Creek. Mainstem streamside failures were noted at the outside of bends following flood events. Debris
flows in the tributaries are concentrated in the mid-slope areas oversteepened by glacial erosion and in
the gullied lower slopes mantled in deep glacial and colluvial debris (Mt. Baker Ranger District, 1995;
KCM, 1996). However, there is no field or topographic evidence from the LiDAR of debris flows reaching
Glacier Creek at the SR 542 bridge (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a). All overbank and
floodplain deposits were indicative of fluvial sediment transport (coarse grained, clast supported, and
well imbricated), which suggests debris floods (pulses of water containing less than about 10%
sediment) are of higher concern than debris flows.
Collins (1985) estimated the relative contributions of sediment from the difference sources for 13.5 sq
mi area above the former Glacier Creek stream gage as part of the licensing application process for a
proposed hydroelectric diversion dam on Glacier Creek. Collins’ estimates, as well as those made by
Westbrook (1988) for Wells Creek, were subsequently extrapolated to the entire 30 sq mi basin (Table 3)
(Mt. Baker Ranger District, 1995; KCM, 1996).
Collins used measured sediment rates from glacial meltwater streams from Mount Rainier to estimate
the sediment contribution derived from Roosevelt and Coleman Glaciers in Glacier Creek. Glacierderived sediment is estimated as supplying 95 percent of total sediment load in the basin (Mt. Baker
Ranger District, 1995). Glacial sediment consists of pro-glacial debris or outwash and fine-textured
glacial flour. About 10 percent of the glacial sediment was estimated by Collins in the size range
transportable as bedload (>2 mm) with the remainder transported as suspended load. The coarse
fraction of sediment from landsliding in forested areas was estimated from sieve analysis at
approximately 70 percent (Collins, 1985). Surface erosion of forest roads was assumed to produce
mainly fines. A large portion of the fine sediment is transported in glacier runoff in the summer months.
The coarse sediment is mobilized and transported during floods that usually occur in the late fall and
early winter (KCM, 1996).
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Table 3.

Estimates of annual sediment rates by source in Glacier Creek (Mt. Baker Ranger District, 1995).

Sediment Source
Glacially-derived sediment
Erosion from forested slopes
Erosion from areas logged within the last 1-15
years and bare/ disturbed slopes, including roads
TOTAL

Estimated Annual Rate (tons/year)
180,000 (95%)
1,930 (1%)
6,700 (4%)
188,630

As a check on the sediment rates from the non-glaciated areas, mass wasting and debris torrent features
inventoried by the Forest Service were measured and assigned a unit erosion volume which, when
combined with an estimated soil creep contribution, produced a rate within 15 percent (factor of 1.15)
of the Forest Service estimates in Table 3. This difference is insignificant when compared to the glacial
sediment contribution (KCM, 1996).
Annual sediment rates estimated from the non-glacial areas include contributions from mass wasting
usually occurs in response to large storm events and is introduced into the stream in large pulses. Van
Siclen (1994) notes that the majority of bedload particles sampled following the 1989 flood in the upper
alluvial reach were volcanic in origin. The percentage of volcanic particles decreased downstream,
consistent with increasing contributions from non-volcanic sources in the downstream portion of the
watershed. During periods of low mass wasting between flood events, the volcanic bedload composition
would be expected to decrease less rapidly downstream due to the constant supply of glacially-derived
volcanics (KCM, 1996).
Cycles of retreat and advance of Roosevelt and Coleman Glaciers also appear to affect the volume of
glacial sediment available for mobilization during both flood events and annual glacial melt periods.
Work by Harper (1992) included positive correlations of long-term weather data with terminus
fluctuations of six Mount Baker glaciers. Harper documented a period of glacial retreat from 1940 to
1947 followed by a period of rapid advance lasting to 1979. During the advance period, the terminus of
Coleman Glacier advanced into the outwash channel downstream of Roosevelt Glacier causing sediment
from Roosevelt Glacier to deposit between the two advancing lobes. The outwash channel previously
visible issuing from Roosevelt Glacier emerged below Coleman Glacier. During a retreat cycle, from 1979
to 1990, Coleman Glacier retreated above the outwash valley floor exposing slopes of loose glacial
debris and leaving a large volume of sediment and sediment-mantled ice in the channel. This additional
material was available for transport during the large flood events between 1984 and 1995 (KCM, 1996).
As sediment estimates indicate, the majority of sediment transported within Glacier Creek of glacial
origin, both the upper and lower alluvial segments on Glacier Creek can be described as part of a
proglacial valley train composed largely of outwash deposited by meltwater from Roosevelt and
Coleman Glaciers. Valley confinement is provided by the valley walls in the upper segment and by the
Church Mountain landslide deposit in the lower segment (KCM, 1996).
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3.4.1

Large, Deep-Seated Landslides

Several large, deep-seated slides (with estimated volumes greater than one million cubic yards) were
found adjacent to Glacier Creek above the gorge reach (Figure 14) that were not visible in aerial
photography and are evident only in LiDAR. Aside from the Glacier Creek Debris Avalanche and the
Church Mountain Slide described by others (Carpenter 1993; Van Siclen 1994; Tabor, Haugerud et al.
2003), these slides or their extents were discovered based upon LiDAR data (Herrera Environmental
Consultants, 2008a). All of these slides appear to be related to rare events that occur over long timescales not considered in assessing risk to SR 542. They are listed below from downstream to upstream
according to their names in Figure 14 (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a).
Church Mountain Slide landslide occurred about 2,400 years ago and temporarily dammed Gallup and
Glacier creeks and tributaries to Glacier Creek as far upstream as Davis Creek (Herrera Environmental
Consultants, 2008a). This deposit is estimated by Carpenter to cover an area of 3.7 sq mi with an
average thickness decreasing from at least 180 feet at the upstream end to 13 feet in the vicinity of
Glacier Creek. The surface of the deposit is characterized by hummocky, irregular topography, closed
depressions, and irregular drainage. The approximate boundary of the landslide deposit is shown in
Figure 14. The geologic term for a catastrophic landslide deposit of this size derived from the collapse of
a mountainside is “sturzstrom” (KCM, 1996).
Portions of the surface of the landslide deposit in the vicinity of Glacier and Gallup Creeks are overlain
by alluvial sand and gravel interpreted by Carpenter (1993) to have been deposited in response to a
temporary drainage blockage and ponding of Glacier Creek streamflow following deposition of the
landslide material. It is the presence of this alluvial sand and gravel veneer over the landslide deposit
that lead to earlier interpretation of this landform as alluvial in origin (KCM, 1996).
Both the mainstream North Fork Nooksack River and Glacier Creek have reestablished channels within
the landslide material. Thus, dating of the landslide deposit also dates the development of the Glacier
Creek channel in the study area. Interpretation of the landforms composing the study are significant to
understanding the active stream processes at work and the range of hazard potential to the area (KCM,
1996).
Thompson Slide bounds the top of the lower alluvial (fan) reach near the confluence with Thompson
Creek. It constricts the creek in several locations, most notably immediately upstream of Mt. Baker Rim
subdivision. There is a mature conifer forest at the toe of Thompson Slide. Despite that the presence of
these trees generally indicates general stability, the trunks of these trees are curved in a way that
suggests slow downslope movement (Figure 14). Although the creep may be a result of surficial
instability, and therefore insignificant to the geomorphology of Glacier Creek, wholesale reactivation of
the slide deposit would have the potential to completely dam Glacier Creek. However, the overprinting
of dammed Glacier Creek sediments on slide blocks indicates that most of the movement occurred prior
to or synchronous with the Church Mountain Slide, and therefore is beyond the scope of threats
addressed in this document (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a).
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Glacier Creek Debris Avalanche was described in depth by Carpenter (1993) and Van Siclen (1994).
Carpenter (1993) dated the deposit at 2,000 years old. The investigators attributed the source to the
unnamed tributaries on the right bank. There is little evidence of scarps in either of these basins. And
although it is possible that material was delivered via these right-bank tributaries, a large scarp on the
left bank may be the source of this deposit (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a).
Skyline Slide was discovered near the downstream end of the upper alluvial reach of Glacier Creek. Part
of this landslide was identified in Tabor et al. (2003), but the lidar indicates that the landslide extends all
the way down to Glacier Creek. It is possible that this slide initiated the formation of the upper alluvial
reach (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a).
Gorge Slide is probably the most relevant slide to the Glacier Creek profile. This is a large (greater than
one-million cubic yards) slide that defines the gorge reach of Glacier Creek. Like the other newly
discovered landslides, it is difficult to determine whether slide motion is ongoing (and extremely slow),
seismogenic (i.e., triggered by large earthquakes), or was a one-time event at the onset of the last
deglaciation. The abrupt change in slope in the Glacier Creek channel profile midway in the gorge reach
would indicate that the creek has not completely adjusted to the landslide (Brummer 2006). Evidence
for one or more large-scale landslides above the gorge slide is also evident in the lidar, but overprinting
from previous glaciations has obscured the extents of these movements (Herrera Environmental
Consultants, 2008a).
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Figure 14 Large, deep-seated landslides of the Glacier Creek Watershed.
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3.5

Channel Morphology

The flow paths within the study areas are subject to flooding, frequent bedload movement, rapid
channel migration, channel avulsion, and bank erosion. The rate at which channel disturbance and
migration occurs is influenced by a number of factors including river discharge and slope, the amount of
sediment load, large wood in the system, bank materials, and bank vegetation and protection.
3.5.1

Channel Geometry and Floodplain Flow Paths

The lower alluvial reach of Glacier Creek is an example of a braided reach formed and maintained by an
abundant sediment load, erodible banks, highly variable discharge, and steeper channel gradient
(Knighton, 1998). The braided condition of Glacier Creek evolved over the long-term in response to a
sediment and debris load too large to be carried by a single, meandering channel (Leopold and others,
1964), a transport-limited system. Glacier Creek has multiple channels, which are separated by bars or
islands. Bars tend to be more transient, unvegetated and submerged at bankfull stage, whereas islands
tend to be more stable, vegetated and emergent at bankfull stage. The characteristic feature of braided
channels and Glacier Creek is repeated division and joining of channels and the associated divergence
and convergence of flow, which contributes to a high rate of fluvial activity relative to other stream
types (Knighton, 1998).
Abundant sediment is supplied either from upstream (glacially-derived, landslides) or locally from
channel bed and banks composed of erodible material. The dominance of cobbles and boulders within
the reach produce turbulent flow and fluctuating velocities that lead to irregular deposition of large
particles. These larger particles can also move under lower flow conditions via lubrication provided by
smaller material (sand), which is abundantly supplied to Glacier Creek. Rapid fluctuations in discharge
(as noted for Glacier Creek) are often associated with high rates of sediment supply, particularly in
proglacial areas. Rapid and frequent shifts in channel location have been associated with diurnal
fluctuations in discharge and random deposition of cobbles and boulders during glacial melt periods,
such as those documented in the White River draining Emmons Glacier on Mount Rainier (Leopold and
others, 1964). They also contribute to bank erosion and irregular bedload movement that influence the
braided channel pattern. A crucial requirement for the braiding noted in Glacier Creek is a steeper
channel gradient (around 2.5%) that favors sufficiently powerful stream power to achieve high bed
mobility and erode channel banks (Knighton, 1998). Subsequent bar formation also diverts flow and
increases bank erosion particularly when combined with log jam formation, which occurs frequently
within the lower alluvial reach.
Floodplain Transects
Floodplain transects for Glacier Creek are provided in Appendix A, with their respective locations
depicted in Figure 8. These cross sections capture the geometry of the braided channel pattern found in
the lower alluvial reach of Glacier Creek and offer insight into the effects of the Left Bank Levee and
narrow SR 542 bridge span on channel processes.
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Upstream of the Left Bank Levee, the channel cross section has multiple low flow paths and sediment is
distributed throughout the active channel as the movement of flood waters, bedload, and woody debris
is unimpeded (Floodplain Transects T1 through T4). Where Glacier Creek abuts a valley margin (T1) or
floodplain bank (T4), the thalweg is slightly impinged relative to the resistance of the bank. The more
resistant the bank, the more impinged the thalweg can become. This impingement creates a negative
feedback of greater thalweg depth, which increases stream power acting against the bank and increases
bank erosion rates during times of higher flows. It is worth noting that the channel thalweg is slightly
impinged against the Left Bank Floodplain bank in T4 just upstream of the Left Bank Levee. If Glacier
Creek continues to expand into this floodplain bank, it could end-run the upstream terminus of the Left
Bank Levee.
Aggradation is significant on the Right Bank Floodplain of Glacier Creek (Floodplain Transects T5 through
T8) where channel response to the floodplain constrictions imposed by the Left Bank Levee and 77-foot
bridge span includes the following:


The channel thalweg is impinging against the Left Bank Levee. As it does so, the thalweg
deepens, which concentrates flows against the levee during periods of higher flows. These
concentrated flows exert higher stream power acting against the levee, which increase the
potential for bank erosion. Since the levee is unmaintained, the risk of levee failure increases
with time.



Sedimentation on the Right Bank floodplain of Glacier Creek is migrating upstream from the SR
542 road prism and decreases hydraulic capacity of the channel cross section (T5 through T8).
This loss of hydraulic capacity concentrates flows against the levee. Without floodplain
connectivity to the active channel, the functionality of the floodplain during periods of elevated
flows is compromised.



The elevation of the channel banks of the Right Bank Floodplain side channel (discussed in
Jackson, 2013) are as high and higher in elevation than the top of the Left Bank Levee in T5
through T7. In T8, the channel thalweg of the side channel is higher than the top of the Left Bank
Levee. These are reminders of the powerful influence log jams and localized sediment
deposition can have on channel processes in spite of differences in elevation of channel and
floodplain surfaces, and of the high risk of levee failure.



Glacier Creek has a high sediment load that will continue into perpetuity. Floodplain
connectivity offers the opportunity for dispersing stream power and the destructive impacts of
flooding and sediment deposition on infrastructure. This is especially noteworthy since the Left
Bank Levee (while monitored by Whatcom County) has no local sponsor, is therefore
unmaintained, and has a recent history of being overtopped or nearly breached. Without
floodplain connectivity, particularly on an active alluvial fan, sedimentation within the main
channel from a sediment pulse, log jam, or debris flood substantially increases flooding and
erosion hazards for the Left Bank Levee (via overtopping or structural failure) and WSDOT
infrastructure (structural failure of bridge abutment(s) and road prism). If the levee is breached,
the remnants of the levee could train Glacier Creek to partially or completely avulse into Gallup
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Creek, which would lead to rapid channel expansion into Gallup Creek bridge abutments and/or
the SR 542 road prism between Gallup and Glacier Creek Bridges.


Long-term trends of high sediment load, decreased hydraulic capacity, and impingement of the
channel thalweg against the levee increase the hydraulic pressures acting on the Left Bank
Levee, and with it the probability of the levee failure.

As Glacier and Gallup Creeks flow downstream of the SR 542 bridge, both creeks enter into the
Holocene Floodplain of the North Fork Nooksack River where the floodplain cross sections assume the
shape of a concave alluvial fan (T10 and T11).
3.5.2

Assessment of Sediment Transport

On Glacier Creek, sediment transport dynamics play a central role in the severity of channel hazards
(flooding, bank erosion) to the Left Bank Levee, SR 542 road prism, and Glacier and Gallup Bridge
abutments. Frequent bedload movement, flood flows, and debris jams drive rapid channel migration,
changes in elevation of the channel bed, avulsion, aggradation, and bank erosion. Channel response to
fluctuations in bedload transport are factors that should be taken into consideration for bridge design
on Glacier Creek. Additional work in sediment transport modeling is needed to constrain the range of
potential elevation changes to the channel bed near SR 542, and with it water surface elevations, for
purposes of informing hydraulic modeling, which assumes a static elevation for the channel bed.
Previous work in assessing sediment transport of Glacier Creek is summarized below.
Collins (1985) determined the 2-year flood is capable of transporting medium-sized boulders (512-1024
mm) to the confluence of the North Fork Nooksack River, and particles from 2-4 mm (very fine gravel)
remain in suspension to the mouth of Glacier Creek (Collin, 1985). During the mean annual flow,
particles at 0.83 mm (coarse sand) likely begin to settle on the bed in the project reach (Collins, 1985).
According to Stoker (1988), ten to fifteen percent of the annual bedload movement is estimated to
occur during summer glacial melt periods. The majority (40-70 percent) of bedload in Glacier Creek is
composed of Mt. Baker volcanics even though less than one third of the basin is underlain by volcanic
rock (KCM, 1996). This confirms the significance of glacial contributions to the sediment load (Van
Siclen, 1994), and offers insight into the impacts of glacier recession on increasing bedload supply to
Glacier Creek. Collins (1985) suggests the bed is mobile during frequent events. Therefore, bedload
transport would be a function of the frequency and magnitude of flood events, and larger or more
protracted floods would transport or move more bedload. The reduced transport power in the project
reach tends to deposit sediment mobilized from upstream causing channel shifting and the formation of
multiple channels (KCM, 1996).
Herrera Environmental Consultants (2008a) evaluated sediment transport and deposition within the
vicinity of the SR 542 Bridge using analytical modeling and an analysis of historical surveys that
bracketed flood events. They found local deposition can exceed one foot in a large flood event.
However, local incision of up to 3 feet in active channels was also observed. Historical aggradation of
Glacier Creek is estimated to be up to 0.25 feet/year (Herrera, 2008a). Fluctuations in the bed elevation
for Glacier Creek could vary by up to 9 feet to changes in the position of the North Fork Nooksack River.
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Field surveys of cross-sections before and after the November 2006 flood indicate several feet of
aggradation on Glacier and Gallup creeks (Figure 15). Soil pits dug on the right bank of Glacier Creek
indicate up to 2 feet of sediment was deposited locally during the November 2006 flood event.
Deposition was also observed after the December 2007 flood event. However, it was difficult to
determine the amount of deposition because of the difficulty to distinguish December 2007 flood
sediments from the November 2006 flood deposit. Also, large amounts of erosion were also observed in
association with the December 2007 event.

Note several feet of
aggradation in thalweg of
Glacier Creek

Figure 15 Topographic cross section before and after the November 2006 flood event 100 feet upstream of
the SR 542 bridges (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a). Note several feet of aggradation
in channel thalweg of Glacier and Gallup Creeks.

Analytical modeling in Herrera Environmental Consultants (2008a) involved the calculation of sediment
transport rates through a generalized cross section upstream of the SR 542 crossing using a surfacebased transport model, Wilcock and Crowe (2003). The estimated sediment transport rates and grain
size distribution of the transported sediment were then used as inputs into the Parker bed evolution
model (Parker, 2007). The model evaluated changes in the bed elevation at the SR 542 Bridge as a result
of changes in the position of the North Fork Nooksack River because it sets the base level and slope of
the upstream reach of Glacier Creek. The Parker model assumes a channel of constant width and uses
additional inputs of discharge per unit width, slope, and surface and subsurface grain size distributions.
It is important to note Herrera Environmental Consultants (2008a) sediment transport estimate was not
constrained by field measurements, which is essential in the use of any sediment transport model.
Direct observations of past aggradation and erosion were sought to better constrain the variability in
sediment transport near SR 542 in Glacier Creek. However, this analysis could only provide a one-
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dimensional estimate of sediment transport and deposition with a constant sediment supply and an
invariant grain size distribution of the supply, surface, and subsurface. Deposition, sediment supply and
grain-size are highly variable in space and time and strongly correlate with three-dimensional flow
patterns and the locations of side channels (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a). Additional work
is needed to model sediment transport with data to calibrate and validate the model using field-based
data collection methods. This is of particular importance since the existing bridge (designed for pressure
flow) will be replaced with a bridge where pressure flow will be removed via a wider span that could
initiate net aggradation near the bridge over time.
3.5.3

Channel Migration and Potential for Aggradation, Incision, and Headcutting

Studies measuring channel migration over the aerial photographic record are summarized in KCM (1996)
and Herrera Environmental Consultants (2008a). Disturbance history is also summarized in Section 2
Site Assessment. Since 1980, a 3-fold increase in the number of floods have occurred on Glacier Creek.
Only six floods with a recurrence interval of 5-years or greater were recorded from 1938 to 1980, an
average occurrence of 7.2 years. In contrast, fifteen floods from 1980 to 2017 were recorded with a
recurrence interval of 5-years or greater, an average occurrence of 2.5 years. Likewise, only 3 floods
with a recurrence interval of 10 years or greater were recorded from 1937 to 1980, an average
occurrence of 14.3 years. From 1980 to 2017, 7 floods with a recurrence interval of 10 years or greater
were recorded, an average occurrence of 5.3 years. Channel widening and new channel formation were
typically associated with flows in the North Fork Nooksack River that exceeded about 9,000 cfs, a 5 to 10
year recurrence interval or greater (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008a). Smaller floods (less
than the 5-year recurrence interval) may induce geomorphic change, but generally exploit existing
channel pathways.
Digital Elevation Model of Difference
Two sets of LiDAR data (2007 and 2013) provided the opportunity to create a Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) of Difference (DoD) (Figure 16) to calculate volumetric changes of net erosion and sedimentation
of the active channel between 2007 to 2013 (Table 4). DoDs can offer insight into patterns of channel
response (aggradation, erosion, lateral and vertical channel movement) to pulses of bedload
transported by floods of varying magnitude. The reader is referred to Appendix A for the methods used
to create the DoD.
This discussion focuses on net erosion and deposition because during the course of a flood potentially
much greater quantities of bedload could have been eroded, transported, and deposited within the
project reach than the volumetric change captured in Table 4. Further, we lack the ability to use the DoD
to estimate bedload transport without a control, such a rating curve developed from bedload samples
during floodstage, or from a bedload trap such as a reservoir located downstream where volumetric
change can be measured and compared to the results in Table 4. The project reach upstream of SR 542
was divided into six subreaches. The results of volumetric change between 2007 to 2013 are provided in
Table 4.
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Table 4.

Volumetric change from 2007 to 2013 and 2013 to 2018 calculated from DEMs of Difference.
Negative values for erosion are denoted by parentheses, e.g., (4,524) cu yd.

Subreach
Upstream of SR 542 Bridge
Subreach 1 (upstream end)
Subreach 2
Subreach 3
Subreach 4
Subreach 5
Subreach 6 (SR 542)
Net Volumetric Change
Upstream of SR 542
Net Volumetric Change
Downstream of SR 542 Bridge

Net Erosion and Sedimentation (cu yd) 2007 - 2013

(4,538)
241
3,859
4,384
(2,360)
(4,012)
(2,425)
(6,668)

2007 to 2013
The results provided in Table 4 are better understood within the context of the flood history directly
before and during this time period. From 2007 to 2013, only small floods occurred with a recurrence
interval of 5 years or less. However, a 200-year flood was recorded in 2003 and a 50-year flood was
recorded in 2006, which would have mobilized large quantities of bedload from the upper alluvial reach
just before the 2007 LiDAR was flown. Flooding and bedload transport in 2003 and 2006 would have
“reset” the system and initiated channel widening, new channel formation, channel expansion into
valley margins and floodplain surfaces, and deposition within the project reach. The small floods
between 2007 and 2013 reworked this material.
From 2007 to 2013, net erosion of (2,425) cu yd occurred upstream of SR 542, however net erosion and
deposition varied through the length of the project reach. From upstream to downstream, net erosion
occurred in Subreach 1 and transitioned to net deposition in Subreach 2. The DoD (Figure 16) suggests
net erosion in Subreach 1 resulted from channel migration into channel banks and bars, and channel
expansion into the right valley margin with potential thalweg impingement (channel bed incision) near
the upstream extent of the project reach. The transition from net erosion to net deposition occurred in
Subreach 2 and continued in Subreaches 3 and 4 from what appeared to be infilling of side channels and
abandoned main channel. The net erosion observed in Subreach 5 appeared to be from a combination
of lateral migration or avulsion of the main channel and reactivation of side channel pathways in the
Right Bank Floodplain, which continued into Subreach 6. Upstream of SR 542, the most net erosion
occurred in Subreach 1 of (4,538) cu yd and the most net deposition occurred in Subreach 4 of 4,384 cu
yd. Downstream of SR 542, net erosion of (6,668) cu yd occurred from 2007 to 2013.
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While only small floods were recorded between 2007 and 2013, these flows were sufficient to excavate
the side channel into the Right Bank Floodplain that necessitated emergency repair of the SR 542 road
prism (T5 through T8 of Appendix A). Previous investigations (Herrera Environmental Consultants,
2008a; Jackson, 2013) link reoccupation of the side channel to the formation of a log jam forcing flows
into the Right Bank Floodplain.
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Figure 16 DEM of Difference from 2007 to 2013 within the active channel of Glacier Creek.
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3.5.4

Channel Migration of North Fork Nooksack River

Whatcom County completed a preliminary Channel Migration Zone (CMZ) study of the North Fork
Nooksack River where channel hazards presented by avulsion and lateral migration were evaluated for a
100-year period (Pittman and Gill, 2009). Their study included the area encompassing the confluences of
Glacier and Gallup Creeks (Figure 17), and depicted the SR 542 bridge over Glacier and Gallup Creeks
within the 100-year Erosion Hazard Area (EHA). Within the vicinity of Glacier and Gallup Creeks, the
report did not include study of erosion rates. Since the sediment loads for both Glacier Creek and the
North Fork Nooksack River could result in variable erosion rates, Pittman and Gill (2009) were
conservative with their EHA delineation in comparison to areas where more robust data was available
and with more predictable channel processes (per conv. Pittman, 2018). The EHA near Glacier was
drawn based on where relict Late Holocene channel processes were observed (per conv. Pittman,
2018).
The potential for the North Fork Nooksack River to influence the Glacier Creek bridge appears to be low.
Alluvial fan processes and the high sediment load of Glacier Creek, both present and future, are likely to
inhibit channel migration of the North Fork Nooksack River towards SR 542 (per conv. Pittman, 2018).
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Figure 17 The 100-year Erosion Hazard Area (EHA) of the North Fork Nooksack River at the confluences of
Glacier and Gallup Creeks (Whatcom County, 2009).

3.5.5

Existing LWM and Potential for Recruitment

Coe (2001) conducted a riparian function assessment for salmonid-bearing and contiguous streams in
the Nooksack River watershed. Using 1:12,000 scale aerial photos, riparian condition was classified in
100-foot-wide units beyond the CMZs along both right and left banks of relevant stream segments.
Photo-classification was ground-truthed in numerous locations. Coe (2001) classified percentage canopy
shading, vegetation type, vegetation size class, and vegetation density for each riparian condition unit.
Near-term LWD recruitment potential was derived from combinations of vegetation type, size class and
density. Coe (2001) found near-term LWD recruitment potential (LWDRP) along Glacier Creek, was
predominantly high (76%) (Figure 18). These results are consistent with field observations and recent
efforts to survey bathymetry for Glacier Creek where ADP equipment was portaged seven times due to
impassable log jams.
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Glacier Creek

N
Figure 18 Near-term LWD Recruitment Potential in the North Fork Nooksack River Subbasin (graphic
excerpted from Coe, 2001)

Large wood enters Glacier Creek from bank erosion in the study reach and from upstream, which
contributes to the random pattern of rapid channel shifting during flood events. Debris jams increase
the potential for channel shifting by initiating sediment deposition and bar formation, and contribute to
bed elevation changes of several feet (degradation or aggradation) during high flows (KCM, 1996).
Standing trees and vegetation function to disperse and reduce flows on the lower terrace surfaces and
abandoned channels and bars. Areas of mature vegetation reduced the degree of channel widening
during the large flood events visible in aerial photographs, although bright bedload could be seen
between trees in the aerial photograph record (KCM, 1996).
3.5.6

Sediment Size Distribution

Grain size distribution was measured about 1,900 feet upstream and about 750 feet downstream of
Glacier Bridge with Wolman Pebble Counts (Figures 19 through 21). The measurements were taken on
low-lying, active gravel bars adjacent to the main flow. Sediments were coarse grained, clast supported,
and well imbricated with sand deposits in the interstitial spaces and in the lee of obstructions where
SR 542 MP 33.3 Glacier Creek – Preliminary Hydraulic Design Report
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flow velocities were low during the declining limb of the flood hydrograph. Sediments were generally
coarser downstream of the bridge.

Figure 19 Approximate locations of Wolman pebble counts upstream and downstream of the Glacier Creek
bridge.
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Particle Size Distribution ~1,900 ft Upstream of SR 542 Bridge, Glacier Creek
100%
D16 = 12 mm (0.5in) (medium gravel)
D50 = 96 mm (3.8 in) (small cobble)
D84 = 384 mm (15.1 in) (small boulder)
D100 = 512 mm (20.2 in) (small boulder)
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Figure 20 Particle size distribution of sediment about 1,300 ft upstream of SR 542 bridge.

Particle Size Distribution ~750 ft Downstream of SR 542 Bridge, Glacier Creek
100%
D16 = 24 mm (1 in) (coarse gravel)
D50 = 192 mm (7.6 in) (large cobble)
D84 = 384 mm (15.1 in) (small boulder)
D100 = 512 mm (20.2 in) (small boulder)
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Figure 21 Particle size distribution of sediment about 600 ft downstream of SR 542 bridge.
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4.0 Hydrology and Peak Flow Estimates
The Glacier Creek watershed has an elevation range of 10,800 feet at the peak of Mount Baker to about
870 feet at the confluence of the North Fork Nooksack River in about 16 River Miles. As such, the
drainage basin may receive precipitation as primarily rain or snow. However, higher air temperatures
are projected to raise the elevation of the rain on snow zone, which will increase the percentage of area
receiving precipitation primarily as rain and decrease the area receiving precipitation primarily as snow.
These changes may have a profound effect on the future precipitation/runoff relationships for Glacier
Creek.

4.1

Model Development

Due to a lack of long-term stream gage data, Herrera Environmental Consultants (2008b) modeled the
runoff regime of the Glacier Creek basin with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering
Center (HEC) Hydrologic Modeling System (HMS) (USACE 2006c). HEC-HMS was chosen because of its
ability to simulate snowpack and streamflow in a mountainous basin and produce long-term continuous
streamflow time series suitable for estimating flood discharge rates and recurrence intervals. HEC-HMS
transforms long-term input rainfall and temperature time series into simulated snowpack and
streamflow series based on topography, soils, vegetation, and land use conditions (Herrera
Environmental Consultants, 2008b).
We updated the results of Herrera Environmental Consultants (2008b) with the latest version of HECHMS based on our review of available data, climate change data, other modeling platforms, and interest
in simulating future rainfall-runoff conditions. Steps taken to update the hydrologic model included the
following:








Review of the Herrera Environmental Consultants (2008b) modeling approach and assumptions.
Execution of the Herrera Environmental Consultants (2008b) model with the latest version of
HEC-HMS to take advantage of computational refinements and improved runtimes with the
updated Windows operating system (32bit >> 64bit).
Review of the literature for the North Cascades for availability of local data. The Herrera
Environmental Consultants (2008b) model used snow data developed for the Upper White River
draining the Emmons Glacier of Mount Rainier.
Revision of the model to increase model sensitivity to temperature.
Creation of future condition temperature time-series to simulate 2050 and 2100.

4.1.1 Model Review
The previous modeling effort (Herrera Environmental Consultants, 2008b) was reviewed and found to
show good engineering judgement. The user-selected variables were within the ranges suggested by the
HEC-HMS Users Guide and similar to those found in the literature describing the North Cascades and
other modeling efforts in comparable mountainous conditions worldwide. Reviewing of the literature
offered the opportunity to consider other continuous simulation modeling tools such as HSPF (Part of
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EPA BASINS) that can also be used for simulations that include snow accumulation/melt dynamics. For
instance, the University of Washington Computational Hydrology Program developed a Columbia River
Basin model using the latest climate projection models. Although this model included the grid data and
output for rivers draining to the Puget Sound, these river basins were not calibrated. The USGS also
revised their regression equations peak flows for ungaged rivers in Washington State. The new
regressions equations use the PRISM precipitation data and longer-term gage records to provide
improved estimates. Although good for estimating today’s flows, the regression equations do not
provide a future condition forecast.
After consideration of available data, HEC-HMS was determined to be the best tool available for
simulating runoff in mountainous terrain that includes the accumulation and melting of snow.
4.1.2 Model Update and Revision
HEC-HMS automatically converts older models when they are opened in a newer software version,
however, newer software features can interfere with the conversion process thus side by side
comparison of basin, meteorological, and run control components of the model is required. The basin
and run control components needed minor updates to successfully run the model. To better simulate
the snow/snow melt portion of the model, the elevation data of the subbasins were resampled into 500
foot bands rather than 1000 foot bands, which provided more sensitivity to temperature change.
4.1.3 Literature Review of North Cascades Data
Researchers at the University of Washington (Minder et al, 2010) found the lapse rates varied seasonally
and orographically from the lee to windward sides of the North Cascades. The lapse rate is the
decrease in temperature related to increase in elevation, which is used to determine if precipitation is
rain or snow and contributes to the snowmelt calculations. As part of this research, 46 temperature
sensors were deployed in North Cascades National Park.
At the time of this report, HEC-HMS does not account for seasonal variation in lapse rate.
Accommodation of seasonality or lee/windward exposure would require developing multiple
meteorological components for each subbasin. Our objective was to estimate temperature and
precipitation conditions from weather data collected outside of the watershed, therefore developing
model components to capture this variability did not seem practical. However, since most precipitation
occurs between October and April, the lapse rates for this time period were considered the most
reasonable to identify peak runoff events. Using a uniform lapse rate based on the winter months would
likely result in underestimating summer snowmelt (because the lapse rate has a large magnitude), and
would affect estimates of base flow. Herrera Environmental Consultants (2008b) estimated the lapse
rate as -2.8F/1000 feet based on conditions in the Upper White River basin. Based on our review of
available information, this lapse rate was used for the model update.
4.1.4 Future Time Series
Additional meteorological components of the model were created to simulate future conditions and
new run control components were created to perform the existing and future scenarios. The
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temperature time series data was modified by adding 5F and 9F to the existing time series. The
Northwest Climate ToolBox web application allows the user to query locations and view predicted
climate metrics under the various climate change emission scenarios (https://climatetoolbox.org/).
Assuming the business as usual emission scenario, RCP 8.5, air temperatures, both minimums and
maximums are expected to increase by about 5F in the 2050 and 9F by 2100.

Figure 22

4.2

Northwest Climate Toolbox Predicted Future Air Temperatures

Peak Flows

The HEC-HMS model was run using an hourly time step to simulate 1972 through 2003 water years
under exiting and +5F and +9F future conditions. This required running each year individually and using
the ending state from each run as the starting conditions for the subsequent run.
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Data was exported and post-processed using Microsoft Excel to determine the flood frequency. As a
check, the latest USGS regression equations were also used to estimate flood flows. The data for Gallup
and Glacier Creeks are presented below in tabular form and as frequency curves (Appendix C). The
modeled exiting conditions flows for both Gallup and Glacier Creek matched well with the results of the
USGS regression equation over the range of flood frequencies. Where differences occurred, the
differences were well within the standard error of the regression equations. This concurrence suggests
some confidence that the model is reasonably representing the rainfall/snow accumulation/melt
processes/runoff processes.
Future conditions show the peak flows decreased, but in some cases the +9F (2100) flows were greater
than the +5F (2050) flows. Examining the daily flow records generated by HEC-HMS for the simulated
period one can see that the seasonal timing of the peak runoff events change with increasing
temperature and the impacts on the accumulation and melting of snow (Appendix C). Although the flow
patterns are predicted to be different in the future, it appears that the magnitude of peak floods will be
similar to existing conditions. This leaves us with the conclusion that designing for today’s peak flows
will result in a structure that will be resilient to future flows throughout the design life of the structure.
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5.0 Hydraulic Analysis
5.1

Methods

The hydraulic analysis of the existing and proposed SR 542 Glacier and Gallup Creek crossing was
performed using Aquaveo’s Surface-water Modeling System 12.3 (SMS) utilizing the United States
Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) Sediment and River Hydraulics – Two-Dimensional (SRH-2D) model.
Three model scenarios were simulated for the Gallup and Glacier Creek crossings: existing conditions,
proposed 880-foot long Glacier Creek structure, and proposed 880-foot long Glacier Creek structure
with Glacier Creek Left Bank Levee removed.
5.1.1

Model Topography

LiDAR/bathymetry data from July 2017 was used for modeling each scenario, however, additional
LiDAR/bathymetry data was mosaicked past the flight limits of the 2017 data as needed. For example,
the model needed to account for upstream flow for Glacier Creek that could run along the right bank
levee, but is past the 2017 survey data limits. In addition, Gallup Creek did not have sufficient survey
data upstream or downstream from the crossing to be accurately modeled. Therefore, the 2017 survey
was merged with an older 2012 LiDAR/bathymetry survey previously done for WSDOT. The data
combined well with only a slight channel transition at the edge of the merged survey data for Glacier
Creek which does not affect the model.
The hydraulic model is approximately 800 feet upstream and downstream for the Gallup crossing, and
1,900 and 800 feet upstream and downstream for the Glacier crossing all measured relative to the
channel thalweg. Figure 23 shows the extent of the topography and bathymetry with colored contour
elevations.
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Figure 23 Existing LiDAR Topography and Bathymetry

5.1.2

Mesh

Patch meshes were constructed using 5-foot intervals in the channel, along the banks, and on SR 542.
Outside of these areas, a paving mesh was sown with the mesh transitioning from the patch mesh
intervals to 25-foot triangles near the perimeter of the model. The gradual transition of element
spacing allowed for an adequate representation of the topography and accurate estimation of the flow
hydraulics with a small number of elements. This ensured the stability of the SRH-2D models and
reduced their runtime. Figure 24 shows the mesh elements for the existing conditions and Figure 25
shows a close-up of the SR 542 with the Gallup and Glacier creek elements.
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Gallup Creek
Glacier Creek

SR 542

Figure 24 Existing Mesh Elements
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Glacier Creek

Gallup Creek

SR 542

Figure 25 Close-up of Existing Mesh Elements

5.1.3

Roughness

Hydraulic roughness values in the vicinity of the crossings were set based on comparison of site
observations to standard textbook and engineering manual recommendations for similar conditions.
The Manning’s value (a coefficient defining roughness) of 0.045 was chosen for the channel and exposed
gravel areas. Manning’s n for the tree locations were estimated to be 0.12 based on the density of the
vegetation. In brush and grass only areas, a value of 0.1 and 0.06, respectively, was estimated. A value
of 0.013 was used for the highway.
5.1.4

Boundary Conditions

There are four boundary conditions for this hydraulic model. Two for each creek consisting of an inlet
discharge and a normal depth water elevation. The inlet discharges locations were determined to span
between the limits of a flood width for each creek. Glacier and Gallup Creek 100-year discharges are
6,880 and 817 cfs, respectively.
The normal depth elevations were estimated based on the downstream cross section and profile grade
with the corresponding Manning’s values for the upstream discharges. The computed elevations were
891.29 feet and 881.12 feet for Glacier and Gallup, respectively.
5.1.5

Limitations

The hydraulic model assumes stationary topography and bathymetry, which is problematic for Glacier
Creek as a dynamic, braided river with rapid shifts in channel location driven by high flow events, log
jams, and sediment buildup. This model does not take into account future aggradation nor future
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merging of the two creeks. The accuracy of the model is uncertain at the extreme ends of the models
due to estimation of normal depth elevations and width of the floods.
The hydraulic model only evaluates the outcomes of the 100-year flood event, which does not capture
the risk posed by surge floods augmenting storm-driven flows. Additional modeling scenarios should
simulate the impacts of the 500-year flood discharge since a medium-sized flood (about a 25-year event)
was augmented by a surge flood in 1989 that yielded flows within the range of a 500-year flood.

5.2

Calibration Runs

The Manning’s roughness of coefficient was calibrated to a recent, large flood that occurred on
November 23, 2017. Debris deposited by the flood was flagged by WSDOT HQ Hydraulics/Hydrology
group on March 20, 2018 before the onset of spring floods, and surveyed by the WSDOT Northwest
region. A total of 13 points were surveyed, however, 3 points were outside the limits of the hydraulic
model. Based on the North Fork Nooksack River gauge, the flow is estimated at a MRI of 42 years.
Glacier Creek is estimate to have a flow of 6,000 cfs at the 42-year event. Of the 10 points located
within the model, all the points had elevation differences ranging from -2.2 to 3.4 feet between the
calculated and measured water surface elevations. Only 4 of the points had similar differences
compared to the others. Those 4 points where located close the middle of the main channel whereas
the other 6 points where located along the banks or in side channels. The model compared multiple
channel roughness values and a roughness of 0.050 for the channel was the best coefficient to yield an
average difference of zero, however, the standard deviation was still 0.4 feet. Gallup Creek channel had
no calibration data to use so the roughness of 0.05 was used.

5.3

Model Results

5.3.1

Existing Conditions – 115-Foot Gallup Bridge and 85-Foot Glacier Bridge

This hydraulic model scenario is for existing conditions at Gallup and Glacier Bridges. The Gallup and
Glacier Bridges have hydraulic openings of approximately 110-feet and 78-feet opening, respectively.
Both bridges were designed for pressure flow using multiple arcs given the bridges are not level.
Upstream of the Gallup crossing, the local Coal Creek Road Bridge was not configured for pressure flow
since the low chord is high above the creek bed. The hydraulic model was simulated at the estimated
flow for the 100-year recurrence interval (Figure 26).
The hydraulic model for the 100-year recurrence interval shows the main channel of Glacier Creek
transitions upstream from a braided flow condition to a single flow condition where the thalweg
impinges against the Left Bank Levee as the river passes under SR 542 (Figure 26). A portion of the
mainstem flow accesses the side channel described in Jackson (2013) that flows adjacent to the right
bank levee near the USFS and the Mount Baker Rim Community Club. The SR 542 highway embankment
significantly constricts flow east of the bridge. Just upstream of the highway crossing, the Left Bank
Levee overtops during the 100-year recurrence interval and floodwaters flow west towards Gallup
Creek. The Gallup Creek crossing stays within the main channel through the extent of the model. Some
minor overtopping of the bank occurs approximately 250 feet downstream of the crossing (Figure 26).
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Figure 26 Existing Conditions with 100-Year Water Depth
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Figure 27 Existing Conditions with 100-Year Velocities

Overtopping of the Left Bank Levee during the 100-year recurrence interval is caused by pressure flow of
the Glacier Creek Bridge. As shown in Figure 26, backwater just upstream of the bridge is up to 12 feet
deep. Water velocities (Figure 27) up to 20 fps under and just past the highway crossing are significant
and probably prevent the channel from locally aggrading.
The Gallup Creek crossing has no pressure flow. In fact, the width near the crossing is wider than the
upstream or downstream channel and causes local aggradation near the middle of this channel. Gallup
Creek mostly flows along the left bank near this area, however some flood flow splits to the right bank.
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Figure 28 Existing Close-up with 100-Year Water Depth and Velocity Vectors

A close up of the two highway crossings show the 100-year flow with water depth in color and the
velocity vectors by length. Notice how the Glacier Creek combines its right bank flow with the main left
bank flow. The left bank overtopping is fairly minor in amount and velocity, however with time this
would erode the Left Bank Levee and cause a substantial increase in discharge and velocity flowing
towards Gallup Creek.

Coal Creek
Road Bridge

Existing
Gallup Creek
Bridge

Figure 29 Existing Gallup Creek 100-Year Water and Ground Profile
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From the Gallup Creek profile shown above (Figure 29), the two blue rectangles represent the SR 542
highway bridge and the upstream local Coal Creek Road Bridge. The top and bottom of the rectangle are
the approximate elevations of the top of the bridge deck barrier and the bottom of the girders
respectively. The ground profile is along the thalweg of the creek. The Gallup creek profile is fairly
straight with a slight arc transition but no significant change in grade.

Existing
Glacier Creek
Bridge

Figure 30 Existing Glacier Creek 100-Year Water and Ground Profile

The SR 542 bridge crossing is represented by the red rectangle in the Glacier Creek profile shown above
(Figure 30). The top and bottom of the rectangle are the approximate elevations of the top of the bridge
deck barrier and the bottom of the girders respectively. The profile is along the thalweg of the river. The
upstream water surface and ground profile are consistent until around the 900 foot mark which the
water profile starts backwatering due to the influence from the bridge constriction. As the water flows
under the bridge, there is a change in the ground profile near the 1,400 foot mark which represents 200
feet downstream of the highway crossing. The change in profile grade is likely caused by the settlement
of streambed material transported downstream from the highly erosive area created by the constriction
of the bridge. Overall past the influence of the crossing, the general profile is consistent upstream and
downstream from this location.
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Gallup Creek

Glacier Creek

Figure 31 Existing SR 542 Cross Section Looking Downstream

The cross section in Figure 31 is along the SR 542 highway centerline looking downstream. The red
boxes are the bridge infrastructure with the Gallup Creek crossing on the left and the Glacier Creek
crossing in the middle of the figure (the software is unable to show the tilting of the bridges). The
brown points represent the ground surface (road surface and channel bottom) and the blue points
represent the water surface elevation during the 100-year recurrence interval. Note the water surface
elevation of Glacier Creek is higher along the right bank due to the incoming right bank overflow into the
main channel. Water surface elevations for Gallup Creek are higher near the channel banks due to a
split of flows from a mound of soil in the middle of the channel.
5.3.2

Proposed Conditions – 115-Foot Gallup Bridge and 880-Foot Glacier Bridge

This hydraulic model for proposed conditions differs from the existing conditions model by removing the
existing Glacier Creek Bridge and extending the Gallup Creek Bridge by 880-feet to the east along the SR
542 highway centerline. The existing SR 542 highway embankment was removed to the toe of fill east of
the existing Glacier Creek crossing. The Left Bank Levee is left intact in this scenario except between the
Gallup and Glacier crossings where the levee and highway embankment were excavated to
approximately 2-feet of clearance below the bottom of the proposed bridge for constructability
purposes. This hydraulic model was simulated at the 100-year recurrence interval.
The depth and pier spacing of the new Gallup Bridge was used for modeling purposes assuming the
design of the new bridge would adopt these. The combined Gallup and Glacier Bridge is approximately
990 feet long with 10 foot diameter piers spaced approximately 115 feet. The bridges were not
designed for pressure flow since the new bridge will be adjusted in elevation for freeboard and future
long-term aggradation. The Coal Creek Road Bridge was not changed.
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The hydraulic model for the 100-year recurrence interval shows similar flow paths upstream of the
crossing on both creeks (Figure 32). Backwatering at the Glacier Creek is alleviated, however, some
sideways flow runs along the excavated embankment between Gallup and Glacier Creeks. The side
channel of Glacier Creek along the Right Bank of the floodplain crosses SR 542 freely until it encounters
the constriction just downstream from the pre-1954 highway embankment (discussed in Section 2 Site
Assessment). Nonetheless, the constriction is less abrupt than the current crossing and creates a wider
crossing for the main channel. Without backwater, the velocities are reduced near the highway crossing
from the distribution of flows over a larger area that allow for natural channel-forming processes.

Figure 32 Proposed Conditions with 100-Year Water Depth
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Figure 33 Proposed Conditions with 100-Year Velocities.

Figure 34 Proposed Close-up with 100-Year Water Depth and Velocity Vectors
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Figure 34 depicts the 100-year recurrence interval with the water depth in color and the velocity vectors
by length for the two highway crossings. Flows under SR 542 occupy a larger area for Glacier Creek,
however, the old highway embankment still constricts the creek. Downstream of SR 542, the right bank
floodplain has a higher elevation than upstream of the highway, hence flows are “higher” along the right
bank floodplain downstream of the highway. Under this scenario, water flows from Glacier to Gallup
Creek due to the removal of the highway embankment and segment of the Left Bank Levee. If the levee
is not removed in the future, further investigation will be needed to determine the risk of this new
pathway to Glacier Creek into Gallup Creek during elevated flows.

Existing
Gallup Creek
Bridge

Figure 35 Proposed Gallup Creek 100-Year Water and Ground Profile
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Existing
Glacier Creek
Bridge

Figure 36 Proposed Glacier Creek 100-Year Water and Ground Profile

Figures 35 and 36 show colored rectangles that represent the existing bridges of Gallup and Glacier
Creeks. The elevation of the proposed Glacier Bridge will be higher based on the amount of required
freeboard and estimates of future long-term aggradation. There is no change in the Gallup water
surface profile. The Glacier water surface profile shows the removal of the backwater from distance 950
to the crossing at 1,200. The sediment buildup shown at the 1,400 mark will eventually be removed
over multiple high flow events.

Potential for channel instability
from Glacier Creek flow
entering Gallup channel

Glacier Creek
Gallup Creek

Figure 37 Proposed SR 542 Cross Section Looking Downstream
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Figure 37 shows the cross section of SR 542 highway along the centerline. Gallup channel is on the left
and Glacier main channel is in the middle. The two red rectangles represent the existing bridges as a
reference. The Gallup west abutment is at distance 50 feet and the Glacier east abutment is at distance
1040 feet. There is superelevation shown in the main channel of Glacier with some right overbank flow
at the east abutment. Note long-term channel stability is of concern due to the amount of water that
flows next to the main channel and parallel from Glacier to Gallup.
5.3.3 Future Conditions – 115-Foot Gallup Bridge and 880-Foot Glacier Bridge without
Levee
The hydraulic model for future conditions differs from the proposed conditions by removing the existing
Left Bank Levee along Glacier Creek. Like previous modeling scenarios, this model was simulated at the
100-year flow. The model simulated removal of the levee approximately 1,500 upstream of SR 542
highway and 200 feet downstream. The existing levee was removed to the east toe of the levee with a
flat excavation across to where it daylights at the main channel. Between the Gallup and Glacier
crossing, the highway embankment was removed to the toe of the fill on each side. The combined
Gallup and Glacier Bridge is the same as the proposed with approximately 990 feet long with 10-foot
diameter piers spaced approximately 115-feet. The bridges were not setup for pressure flow since the
new bridge can be adjusted in elevation for freeboard and future long-term aggradation. The Coal Creek
Road Bridge was not changed.
The hydraulic model shows very similar channel water depth and channel velocities from the proposed
condition (Figures 38 and 39). Right bank overflow of the Glacier Creek is relatively unchanged. The
notable difference is the overtopping of left bank along Glacier Creek at multiple locations with the most
significant about 400 feet upstream of SR 542 with a water depth of about 3 feet and velocities about 2
to 3 fps. Discharge flows towards Gallup Creek or parallel along the main channel, which indicates the
potential for future channel change.
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Figure 38 Future Conditions with 100-Year Water Depth
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Figure 39 Future Conditions with 100-Year Velocities

Figure 40 Future Close-up with 100-Year Water Depth and Velocity Vectors
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Figure 40 depicts the 100-year recurrence interval with the water depth in color and the velocity vectors
by length for the two highway crossings. Note the overtopping of the left bank of Glacier Creek adds a
significant amount of flow to Gallup at multiple locations. The flows for the main channels of Gallup and
Glacier Creeks as well as the flows along the right bank of Glacier Creek are mostly unchanged from the
proposed condition.

Existing
Gallup Creek
Bridge

Figure 41 Future Gallup Creek 100-Year Water and Ground Profile

Existing
Glacier Creek
Bridge

Figure 42 Future Glacier Creek 100-Year Water and Ground Profile
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The colored rectangles depicted in Figures 41 and 42 represent the existing bridges of Gallup and Glacier
Creeks. The elevation of the proposed Glacier Bridge will be higher than shown and would be
determined by the amount of required freeboard and estimates of future long-term aggradation. There
is no significant change in the Gallup or Glacier Creek water surface profiles from the future condition.

Potential for channel instability
from Glacier Creek flow
entering Gallup channel

Glacier Creek
Gallup Creek

Figure 43 Future SR 542 Cross Section Looking Downstream

Figure 43 shows the cross section of the SR 542 highway centerline looking downstream. Gallup channel
is on the left and Glacier main channel is in the middle. The two red rectangles represent the existing
bridges as a reference. The Gallup west abutment is at distance 50 feet and the Glacier east abutment is
at distance 1,040 feet. Superelevation is evident in the main channel of Glacier with more right
overbank flow at the existing west abutment. Note long-term channel stability is of concern due to the
amount of floodwater that flows next to the main channel and parallel from Glacier to Gallup Creeks.
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6.0 Considerations and Next Steps
Climate Change and Glacier Creek
Climate change predictions for the Pacific Northwest indicate increases in air temperatures and changes
in the total volume of precipitation and time of the precipitation largely due to orographic effects.
Under both the moderate and high emission scenarios (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.0, respectively), the global
climate models indicate an increase in air temperatures for Washington State. It follows that warmer
air, which has the ability to hold greater quantities of water, translates to a greater volume of
precipitation. Efforts have been made to estimate precipitation and runoff primarily for evaluating the
potential future supplies of water to meet municipal, irrigation, and hydroelectric generation
demands. These estimates have been made with calibrated hydrologic models that cover large
geographic areas. The UW Climate Impacts Group and Computational Hydrology Group caution that
when looking at smaller areas the uncertainty of the simulated results grows.
When designing hydraulics structures, like bridges and culverts, we are normally concerned with
instantaneous peaks rather than monthly averages or even daily average flows, depending on the size of
the watershed. The question that we need to answer is how to apply the projected changes in
precipitation volume to the time series that has the appropriate time-step for the project in
question. This is a very difficult question to answer and the subject of many studies at universities
across the world. To date most studies have been focused on identifying methods and analyzing
changes in the data over the period of record to set the stage to parse future changes.
In the case of Glacier Creek, the Northwest Climate Toolbox, indicates that the annual volume of
precipitation and runoff will increase from the peak of Mt Baker, but the runoff from the lower Glacier
Creek watershed will decrease. When looking at the seasonal distribution of the runoff and elevations
where they occur, one can see the changes in the accumulation of and melting of snow will have a
profound effect on the timing and rates of runoff. At the lower elevations, most precipitation will be as
rain and runoff immediately. Snow at high elevations will melt more rapidly in the spring and summer.
Lacking a methodology for applying additional 10 percent increase in volume of precipitation to the time
series data, it was decided that modifying the temperature time series driving the accumulation and
melting of snow would be the best way to identify future risks to infrastructure. Surprisingly, the results
of the hydrologic model did not show a significant change in flow frequency distribution, but a close look
at the results showed the dramatic changes in the seasonal distribution of flows. The hydrologic model
has a high level of inherent uncertainty due to the type of model (lumped parameter) and the need to
transfer data from adjacent watersheds or gages. We typically handle this sort of uncertainly with
freeboard and evaluating the sensitivity of the site with the hydraulics model.
How Glacier Creek stream processes change or respond to climate change is driven by the exchange
between changes in the hydrologic cycle with changes in sediment supply. Sediment supply to Glacier
Creek is increasing over the long term as the recession of Coleman and Roosevelt Glaciers expose vast,
new sources of sediment that were previous locked under ice. Likewise, peak flows are projected to
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increase in magnitude and frequency in the upper watershed (above snow level). The combination of
increased peak flows and availability of new sources of sediment in the upper watershed are anticipated
to increase the risk of landslides. In turn, more material will be delivered to the channel network and
increase the likelihood of surge floods affecting the highway. Overall, Glacier Creek stream response to
climate change is anticipated to include:


Increased lateral migration and avulsion of the active channel into floodplain deposits and valley
margins;



Overall aggradation of the active channel and floodplain;



Increased flooding as water surface elevations respond to changes in channel bed elevation;



Increased frequency of extreme floods caused by dam-break failures and debris floods that may
occur during small- and medium-sized climatological events; and



Increased erosion and flooding hazards to WSDOT infrastructure.

Erosion Hazards to SR 542 Road Prism, Glacier and Gallup Bridges
Channel erosion hazards to SR 542 and the Left Bank Levee are potentially independent of flood
magnitude and the elevation of the channel thalweg because other factors (surge floods, logjam
formation, sediment pulses) frequently influence channel dynamics on Glacier Creek. Channel widening
and new channel formation were typically associated with flows that exceeded a 5 to 10 year recurrence
interval or greater. While only small floods were recorded between 2007 and 2013 (with a recurrence
interval of 5 years or less), these flows were sufficient to excavate the side channel into the Right Bank
Floodplain that necessitated emergency repair of the SR 542 road prism.
The constriction of the Glacier Creek floodplain combined with a bridge span of about 78 feet has
caused aggradation within the Right Bank of the Glacier Creek floodplain and decreased the overall
hydraulic capacity. Aggradation in this area is migrating upstream and will worsen hydraulic capacity
parallel to the Left Bank Levee. The Left Bank Levee has trained the channel thalweg to impinge against
the structure. The impinged thalweg and the increasing loss of hydraulic capacity of the Right Bank
Floodplain place hydraulic pressure on the Left Bank Levee that will worsen with time.
The Left Bank Levee is at high risk of failure within the design life of a new stream crossing. Risk of levee
failure is compounded by local channel processes (aggradation of the Right Bank Floodplain,
impingement of the thalweg against the levee) that apply hydraulic pressure to the levee. These
conditions are worsening with time. Several factors were considered for evaluating risk of levee failure:
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2-dimensional hydraulic modeling shows the Left Bank Levee overtops just upstream of the
existing bridge at flows of 6,600 cfs or greater, which is equivalent to a 50- to 100-year flood
recurrence interval.
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The levee overtopped during a 25-year flood event augmented by a surge flood; the next year, a
levee breach was narrowly averted during a 10-year flood event. Both events occurred within
the last 30 years.



In response to the October 2003 flood, Glacier Creek migrated landward into the left bank of a
low lying terrace just upstream of the Left Bank Levee terminus (Herrera Environmental
Consultants, 2008a). Continued bank erosion could initiate an avulsion of Glacier Creek into
Gallup Creek via an end run of the Left Bank Levee. Since 2003, the flow split between two
channels at this location, with the main flow favoring the split channel away from the low lying
terrace. A sediment plug or newly formed log jam could easily reroute the main flow against the
low lying terrace, thus the hazard for channel avulsion remains.



On November 27, 2018, WSDOT staff observed the rapid erosion of the Left Bank Levee at a
previously unreported location about 1,000 LF upstream of SR 542 in response to recent
flooding. Preliminary gage data reported the flood peak between a 10- and 25-year flood
recurrence interval on the North Fork Nooksack River. The rock veneer on the face of the levee
has been displaced, exposing smaller sized materials (sand, gravel) to erosion and bank failure.
The river has only about 14 feet to erode before breaching the levee. With a bank height of
about 13 feet, erosional processes will accelerate from erosion of the bank toe and mass
wasting.



On December 3, 2018, WSDOT staff acquired photography via drone of the inlet and upstream
of the slot canyon where dam-break floods and surge events have been reported to originate.
The photographs and video clearly indicate recent disturbance (fresh denuding of vegetation,
water marks in the sediment) that may have coincided with the November 27th flood event, and
suggests the November 27th flood may have been augmented by a surge flood.



If the levee is breached, leftover remnants of the levee could train Glacier Creek to occupy
Gallup Creek in a partial or complete avulsion. This outcome could cause substantial damage to
SR 542 road prism and Gallup Creek Bridge.

Design of a new stream crossing should account for one of two scenarios to ensure the structure’s
survival over its design life: 1) removal of the Left Bank Levee, or 2) failure of the Left Bank Levee due to
overtopping or from a breach of the structure.
Recommendations for Future Modeling Efforts
Future modeling efforts should include one or more dam-break flood scenarios for Glacier Creek since
the frequency of these events appear to be on a decadal timescale. Currently, the hydraulic model only
evaluates the outcomes of the 100-year flood event, which does not capture the risk posed by surge
floods that augment storm-driven flows. At a minimum, an additional model scenario should simulate
the 1989 surge flood event.
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In addition, the fish passage barrier posed by the culvert located east of Glacier Bridge will need to be
assessed with stakeholders (Nooksack Tribe), and potentially addressed with additional analysis. Future
modeling efforts may need to incorporate scenarios addressing the fish passage barrier.
When evaluating the results of the hydraulic model, it is important to consider its limitations:


The hydraulic model assumes stationary topography and bathymetry. Glacier Creek is a
dynamic, braided river with rapid shifts in channel location driven by high flow events, logjams,
and sediment buildup.



This model does account for potential net aggradation near the bridge nor future scenarios of
Glacier and Gallup Creeks merging together.



The accuracy of the model is uncertain at the extreme ends of the models due to estimation of
normal depth elevations and width of the floods.

Future modeling efforts should include a 2D sediment transport model that constrains the potential for
net aggradation at the site to inform design of the new bridge (e.g., the low chord). The existing Glacier
Bridge (designed for pressure flow) will be replaced with a bridge that has a much wider span. Removing
pressure flow will change channel processes at the location of the bridge and may result in net
sedimentation under the new bridge. This should also be evaluated within the context of 2 scenarios,
one with the Left Bank Levee left in place and the second scenario where it is removed.
Sediment transport is challenging to model for Glacier Creek because the location of the highway
crosses an active alluvial fan, a hydraulically complex environment. In addition, Glacier Creek exhibits
bimodal transport, a common occurrence with glacier-fed systems, and refers to the wide range of
particle sizes that are entrained by the river. Two general sediment size ranges have been preliminarily
identified: the first clast size range is composed of sand, gravel, and small cobbles (Phase 1 sediment
transport), which likely accounts for the majority of bedload transport through the reach and deposits
on top of the cobble/ boulder matrix. The second particle size range is composed of large cobbles and
boulders (Phase 2 sediment transport) that form the basic structure of the channel and governs the
potential for channel migration due to resistance. The conditions that initiate transport for each of these
clast size ranges substantially differ and need to be understood individually to increase confidence of
predictions of net aggradation at the bridge. Research funds have been secured to evaluate bedload
transport at Glacier Creek and an approach to sediment transport modeling is under development.
Results are anticipated to be available in 2021 to 2022.
An appropriate freeboard will need to be determined to allow free flow during different types of events.
This should be obtained through an analysis of how the water elevation can be changed by aggradation,
debris flows, sediment bulking, and dynamic channel movement along with passage of LWD. Net
aggradation assessed via the sediment transport model will determine the long-term water height
changes that might occur through the life of the proposed structure. As stated previously, Glacier Creek
has a history of debris floods that can be released at once. This debris floods will contain sediment
bulking that will increase the water elevations under the propose structure. The potential for Glacier
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Creek to move throughout its channel migration zone and possible combine with Gallup Creek for the
length of the proposed structure will need to be considered. Analysis should account for the size of
LWM that can be mobilized for different types of flows and previously noted group sizes that protrude
above the water surface.
Typical scour will need to be addressed consisting of contraction, local, and any long term degradation.
Pier spacing should be determined to minimize placement in existing channels. The potential merging of
the two rivers may influence the channel depth. Due to channel migration, any racking of LWM along
the pier will influence the scour. Existing Gallup Creek Bridge will need to be re-evaluated to confirm
foundation depth with Left Bank Levee removal.
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Appendix A Floodplain Transects
Floodplain Transect T1, ~3,700 ft upstream of SR 542 and outside the influence of
the Glacier Creek Left Bank Levee
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Floodplain Transect T2, ~2,700 ft upstream of SR 542 and outside the influence of
the Glacier Creek Left Bank Levee
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Floodplain Transect T3, 2,200 ft upstream of SR 542 and outside the influence of
the Glacier Creek Left Bank Levee
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Floodplain Transect T4, ~1,500 ft upstream of SR 542 and just downstream of the
Glacier Creek Left Bank Levee
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Floodplain Transect T5, ~1,260 ft upstream of SR 542 and within the influence of
the Glacier Creek Left Bank Levee
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Floodplain Transect T6, ~840 ft upstream of SR 542 and within the influence of the
Glacier Creek Left Bank Levee
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Floodplain Transect T7, ~400 ft upstream of SR 542 and within the influence of the
Glacier Creek Left Bank Levee
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Floodplain Transect T8, ~50 ft upstream of SR 542 and within the influence of the
Glacier Creek Left Bank Levee
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Floodplain Transect T9, ~50 ft downstream of SR and within the influence of the
Glacier Creek Left Bank Levee
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Floodplain Transect T10, ~350 ft downstream of SR 542 and within the North Fork
Nooksack Holocene floodplain
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Floodplain Transect T11, ~1,100 ft downstream of SR 542 and within the North
Fork Nooksack Holocene floodplain
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Appendix B Analyzing Glacier Creek DEM Differences
Note:
Layers and table names are bolded
Attribute field names are italicized
Project standards:
Project projection/CRS: Horizontal: State Plane North 4601 HARN Feet (EPSG: 2926), Vertical: NAVD88
Geoid 03
Project file format: tif raster, 3’ cell size, 32-bit floating point, single band
Project snap raster: Glacier 2007 input raster be_48121h8
Source data:
Year 1 (2007)
Comprised of four Arc GRID rasters:
- 32-bit floating point
- Single band
- 3-foot cell size
- Horizontal Coordinate Reference System (CRS): State Plane North 4601 HARN Feet (EPSG: 2926)
- Vertical CRS: NAVD88, Geoid 03.
Due to software limitations, the LIDAR contractor was unable to supply the data in a single raster; thus
the four separate rasters. The four files roughly aligned with the USGS 24K map boundaries.
The four rasters overlapped by approximately 600 feet. However, all four were perfectly aligned in x, y
and z. That is, although there was overlap where the files adjoined, all the cells - regardless of file
source - were correctly aligned horizontally, with exactly the same elevation value for each cell location.
The four were mosaicked into a single tif raster: glacier_creek_2007_2926.tif
- 2007 denotes the data year
- 2926 denotes the EPSG CRS code.
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The mosaicked raster was clipped to the Glacier Creek watershed boundary, global_watershed_2926,
and output to:
glacier_creek_2007_2926_within_watershed.tif
- This was the final input product 2007
Year 2 ("2014" - the average of 2013 and 2015)
2013 (Nooksack)
- two tif files
2015 (Baker)
- 4 tif files
2013 and 2015 data was acquired from the DNR Lidar portal, with a State Plane South 4602 CRS (EPSG:
2927).
Both 2013 and 2015 had the same vertical coordinate system as 2007: NAVD88 Geoid 03.
Like the 2007 data, the 2013 and 2015 rasters were both 3' cells, 32-bit floating point, single band.
The two Nooksack State Plane South 4602 HARN tifs were mosaicked, using BILINEAR resampling, into a
single tif, which, in turn, was then projected to State Plane North 4601 HARN, with these settings:
- Output Coordinate System: NAD_1983_HARN_StatePlane_Washington_North_FIPS_4601_Feet
WKID: 2926 Authority: EPSG
- Environment Settings:
- Processing Extent > Snap Raster: Glacier 2007 input raster be_48121h8
- Raster Storage > Pyramid Resampling Technique: BILINEAR
- Raster Storage > Resample: BILINEAR
- output tif: nooksack_2013_2926_bilinear.tif
The four Baker State Plane South 4602 HARN tifs were also mosaicked into their own single tif, using the
same settings as with Nooksack above.
- output tif: baker_2015_2926_bilinear.tif
At this point, both the Nooksack and Baker DEMs are in the same projection, and aligned (snapped) as
the 2007 data.
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Nooksack 2013 and Baker 2015 were mosaicked to create a single 2014 layer: Where the two projects
adjoined there was an overlap, varying between ~ 200 - 400 feet wide. Unfortunately, the 2013 and
2015 overlap elevation values within the overlap did not match. Thus, when mosaicking the two years,
using the Mosaic to New Raster tool, the "mean" Mosaic Operator was used, which averages the two
year's elevation values to the output raster. This seemed to provide the best results, but it did leave a
“band” of elevation values in that overlap zone that were a little off each of the respective input tifs.
- When mosaicking the Nooksack and Baker data, the Environments > Snapping option was set to the
Glacier 2007 input raster be_48121h8. This may have been overkill (because the inputs had previously
been snapped in the projection above) but doing so insures correct alignment.
- output to: baker_nooksack_2014_2926_bilinear_mean.tif
- This was clipped to the Glacier Creek watershed boundary, global_watershed_2926, output to:
baker_nooksack_2014_2926_bilinear_mean_within_watershed.tif
- this was the final input product 2014
Source data QA/QC:
At this chronological point in the analytic process, there are two data sources:
2007: glacier_creek_2007_2926_within_watershed.tif
2014: baker_nooksack_2014_2926_bilinear_mean_within_watershed.tif
The analysis process (below) requires that the two tifs match as well as possible. Due to the data
preparation applied to both tifs (see above) they are:
- in the same horizontal and vertical projection
- the same cell size
- aligned exactly (that is, “snapped”; cells from both years match in x-y space)
An initial review of the output subtraction raster when the 2007 data was subtracted from the 2014
data displayed a distinct aspect pattern. This was resolved, using the Spatial Analyst Shift tool, by
shifting the 2007 raster (glacier_creek_2007_2926.tif, and its subsequent products
glacier_creek_2007_2926_within_watershed.tif and
glacier_creek_2007_2926_within_watershed_hill.tif) 3 feet to the east and 3 feet to the north,
resulting in a one cell shift to the northeast.
Two processes were used to determine how well the elevations match for the two years:
1. Comparison of each year’s raster elevation values to WSDOT Survey Monument elevation values:
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Along Highway 542 there are 14 monuments within the project area (global_watershed_2926) whose
elevation values can be compared to the raster elevation values. Two of the 14 overlapped with the
2007 raster glacier_creek_2007_2926.tif, and 12 of the 14 overlapped with the 2014 raster
baker_nooksack_2014_2926_bilinear_mean.tif. At each of the 14 monuments, the raster elevation
values were recorded using the Arc Extract Values to Points tool.
The mean difference and standard deviation with the 2007 data was -0.09 and 0.37 feet, respectively.
For the 2014 data, the values were 0.23 and 0.65 feet.
2. Comparison of each year’s raster elevation values to each other.
- Unlike #1 above, this is not concerned with each year’s absolute elevation values; rather it is concerned
with how well the two relatively match each other.
For this, 20 points within the project watershed were visually located that had a) an open sky view and
b) stable elevation values between the two time periods. Road junctions were typically selected for this.
The Arc Extract Values to Points tool was applied to record the raster elevation values for the two years
at those 20 points. The elevation differences between the 2007 and 2014 rasters was then computed,
with a mean difference of -0.30 feet and standard deviation of 0.25 feet.
Analysis:
1. Elevation differences:
The elevation difference between the two years was determined with the Spatial Analyst Minus tool,
where year 2007 (glacier_creek_2007_2926_within_watershed.tif) was subtracted from year 2014
(baker_nooksack_2014_2926_bilinear_mean_within_watershed.tif), output to
baker_nooksack_minus_glacier.tif. From this output raster, a variety of additional raster products were
produced:
Watershed-wide rasters containing only:
a) positive elevation change: baker_nooksack_minus_glacier_positive.tif
- created via Spatial Analyst > Extract by Attributes, using the clause Value > 0
b) negative elevation change: baker_nooksack_minus_glacier_negative.tif
- created via Spatial Analyst > Extract by Attributes, using the clause Value < 0
Watershed-wide rasters containing only:
a) positive elevation change greater than or equal to 0.25 feet:
baker_nooksack_minus_glacier_positive_.25_feet.tif
- created via Spatial Analyst > Extract by Attributes, using the clause Value >= 0.25
b) negative elevation change less than or equal to -0.25 feet:
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baker_nooksack_minus_glacier_negative_.25_feet.tif
- created via Spatial Analyst > Extract by Attributes, using the clause Value <= -0.25
The rasters were “clipped” (using the Spatial Analyst Extract by Mask tool) to seven subreach polygons,
and subsequently output for positive and negative elevation values.
2. Volume changes:
In order to calculate volume changes between years, an attribute table for each raster was required
(which provides the number of cells for each elevation value), which in turn, required converting the
existing floating point rasters to integer format.
However, converting a floating-point raster to integer truncates all values to the right of the decimal
point, which effectively rounds elevation values to the nearest foot, which is too coarse.
The solution involved converting the floating-point raster to integer and then multiplying the output
value by a large number that effectively retains the floating-point raster’s detail. To accomplish this,
the Spatial Analyst Raster Calculator tool was applied with this equation:
Int("baker_nooksack_minus_glacier.tif" * 1000)
output to:
baker_nooksack_minus_glacier_integer1000.tif
This process first multiplies the floating-point raster elevation values by 1000, then outputs to the
integer raster, with the truncation. However, the elevation detail is retained to three decimal places,
with the output integer’s elevation values now in thousandths of a foot.
A new attribute field, delta (double precision) was created and calculated to Value/1000. With this,
delta now contains elevation in feet (albeit to 3 decimal places, due to the 1000 conversion factor
applied).
Delta values are changes in elevation. Volume change was determined by creating a new attribute field,
volume (double precision), and calculating it to: Count * 9 * delta.
Since Count * 9 equals area (the 3’ cells are 9 square feet in area) and delta equals height, volume
reports change in cubic feet.
The following volume changes result:
Subreach

Net cut/fill, cubic feet, 2014 minus 2007

1

-122,531

2

6,501

3

104,205
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4

118,380

5

-63,713

6

-108,316

Downstream of 542 bridge

-180,049

Total:

-245,523
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Appendix C Hydrology Model Results

Figure C-1

Figure C-2
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Glacier Creek Mean Daily Flows under Existing Conditions. Note the data gap in the early
1990s is due to a gap in the daily precipitation data.

Glacier Creek Mean Daily Flows under Future Conditions 2050 +5F. Note the data gap in the
early 1990s is due to a gap in the daily precipitation data.
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Figure C-3

Glacier Creek Mean Daily Flows under Future Conditions 2100 +9F. Note the data gap in the
early 1990s is due to a gap in the daily precipitation data.

C.1 Gallup Creek
Table C-1 Gallup Creek Flow Statistics – USGS Regression and HEC-HMS under various temperature
regimes. PIl: Prediction Interval-Lower, PIu: Prediction Interval-Upper, SEp: Standard Error of
Prediction.

Statistic

Value

Unit

PIl

PIu

SEp

HMS

HMS+5F

HMS+9F

2 Year Peak Flood

183

ft^3/s

92.4

361

43.2

219

196

194

5 Year Peak Flood

279

ft^3/s

138

563

44.4

300

274

258

10 Year Peak Flood

342

ft^3/s

167

698

45.6

355

328

301

25 Year Peak Flood

421

ft^3/s

198

896

48.1

425

399

357

50 Year Peak Flood

478

ft^3/s

218

1050

50.5

478

455

400

100 Year Peak Flood

540

ft^3/s

241

1210

51.8

532

512

443
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Statistic

Value

Unit

PIl

PIu

SEp

HMS

HMS+5F

HMS+9F

200 Year Peak Flood

599

ft^3/s

258

1390

54.2

587

572

488

500 Year Peak Flood

681

ft^3/s

281

1650

57.7

661

655

548

Figure C-4
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Calculated flood frequency curve for Gallup Creek under existing conditions
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Figure C-5

Calculated flood frequency curve for Gallup Creek under 2050 (+5F) conditions
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Figure C-6
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Calculated flood frequency curve for Gallup Creek under 2100 (+9F) conditions
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C.2 Glacier Creek
Table C-2 Glacier Creek Flow Statistics – USGS Regression and HEC-HMS under various temperature
regimes. PIl: Prediction Interval-Lower, PIu: Prediction Interval-Upper, SEp: Standard Error of
Prediction.

Statistic

Value

Unit

PIl

PIu

SEp

HMS

HMS+5F

HMS+9F

2 Year Peak Flood

2620

ft^3/s

1330

5160

43.2

3431

2484

2452

5 Year Peak Flood

3910

ft^3/s

1940

7880

44.4

4385

3161

3174

10 Year Peak Flood

4770

ft^3/s

2340

9720

45.6

4959

3605

3656

25 Year Peak Flood

5850

ft^3/s

2760

12400

48.1

5634

4165

4274

50 Year Peak Flood

6620

ft^3/s

3030

16600

51.8

6105

4582

4741

100 Year Peak Flood

7460

ft^3/s

3350

16600

51.8

6553

5000

5215

200 Year Peak Flood

8270

ft^3/s

3580

19100

54.2

6984

5423

5699

500 Year Peak Flood

9370

ft^3/s

3890

22600

57.7

7533

5994

6360
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Figure C-7 Calculated flood frequency curve for Glacier Creek under existing conditions
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Figure C-8 Calculated flood frequency curve for Glacier Creek under 2050 (+5F) conditions
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Figure C-9
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Calculated flood frequency curve for Glacier Creek under 2100 (+9F) conditions
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